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At this stage, we think the emphasis in public debate on taxation needs to shift from tax reduction to tax reform. Our most serious competitive problem as a country no longer flows predominantly from the overall size of our tax burden, but from what we tax most heavily...What Canada must consider now is a fundamental shift of its tax structure from an income to a consumption base. (d’Aquino and Stewart-Patterson 2001, 307)

Introduction

Recent federal and provincial budgets are remarkable for how well they have heeded the prescriptions of tax economists in academia, business and think tanks. Rarely have Canadian governments responded so faithfully to formal analysis of the need for a competitive tax system. Most analysts would say, however, that these moves are only the first instalment of needed tax policy changes. Even the finance minister, just days after the 2003 federal budget, announced that further personal tax cuts were a high priority. So how can future tax changes in Canada contribute to a more competitive and vibrant economy? What is the tax policy agenda for making Canada a “Northern Tiger”?

Economists assessing the tax requisites for a more productive and faster-growing Canadian economy increasingly favour greater reliance on consumption rather than on income bases. Some suggest that this goal be pursued via greater reliance on indirect forms of consumption taxation such as the goods and services tax (GST) or sales taxes. There have also been complaints, emanating more from business than from academic quarters, that Canada’s overall tax burden remains too high relative to that of its main trading partner, the United States. Yet, despite their frequent reference to the need to be “competitive” with the US economy, these analyses have not considered all the crucial dimensions of tax policy for Canada as an open economy with a dominant trading partner.
To become more competitive, Canada must pursue taxation and related public policies that will minimize impediments to specialization, investment and trade. Tax policies should complement other policies in pursuing further economic integration with the US in ways that reduce the effect of the border between the two countries. The parallel challenge is to create a competitive advantage for Canada within an increasingly integrated North American economy. Reducing border frictions is important, but so is creating unique attractions to situate and conduct business on the Canadian side and for skilled and talented people to work here. Tax policies can play a central role in this broader policy strategy, but the goal must not be simply to create a lower tax environment. More critical is to fashion a tax system that can efficiently generate the revenues to support the public services and infrastructure that will attract high-value-added business and workers and that will increase living standards for all Canadians.

This paper addresses the broad architecture of tax policy and offers concrete recommendations for future tax policy initiatives as part of a strategy to make the Canadian economy more competitive. I begin by reviewing recent tax policy achievements of the federal and provincial governments and assessing whether Canada’s overall level of taxation is an impediment to a competitive economy. I then examine the comparative tax mixes of Canada and the US and how far Canada needs to go to compete with US tax levels. Next, I examine the key economic issues in the design of tax policies: determining the best base for taxation, how best to implement the desired tax base and whether to rely more on direct or indirect taxes. Then, I apply the analysis to the major types of taxes (personal, payroll, sales and excise and business taxes) at both the federal and provincial levels, and I suggest directions for reform for each of the main tax areas. I conclude with thoughts on the tax strategy that Canada should pursue to become a Northern Tiger.

**Tax Policy Achievements**

The tax cuts and reforms that Canadian governments have undertaken since 1998 should be seen in the context of the string of tax hikes that had taken place over the previous dozen years. At the federal level, these hikes included:

- a series of increases in the rate and coverage of the (pre-GST) manufacturers’ sales tax through the 1980s, with a final rate of 13.5 percent;
- repeated freezes on scheduled rises in contribution limits for registered pension plans (RPPs) and registered retirement savings plans (RRSPs) through the 1990s (thus reducing their real value);
- a high-income personal surtax and a corporate income surtax (1985);
- a general personal income surtax (1986);
- a cap on indexation of personal taxes to inflation above 3 percent (1986), which meant no changes in tax brackets for most of the 1990s and thus a steadily rising tax bite;
- a “temporary” capital tax on financial institutions (1986);
- a capital tax on large nonfinancial corporations (1989);
- an income test on the age credit for personal tax (1995);
- an increase in the corporate income surtax (1995);
- increased gasoline excise taxes (1995);
- a reduced age limit for mandatory disbursements from tax-deferred savings plans (1996); and
- tightened tax provisions for unincorporated and corporate business through the 1990s.

The provinces undertook many parallel tax hikes over this period, and several instituted new corporate capital taxes (including Alberta’s introduction of a financial institutions capital tax in 1990).

Most of these tax increases were driven purely by the revenue needs required to address uncontrolled deficits and, as a result, often neglected concerns for economic efficiency and long-run growth. Political considerations caused many of the tax hikes to be targeted disproportionately at higher-earning individual taxpayers and at business and corporate taxpayers — though even moderate earners were not entirely spared. When fiscal room began to emerge in the late 1990s, the first tax cuts focused on low- and moderate-income individuals and on relief for special groups such as the disabled, students and poor families with children. In recent years, more fiscal room has opened up, and tax policy has begun to pay proper attention to the neglected criteria — economic efficiency and long-run growth. These objectives remain paramount in designing a tax system for Canada as a nascent Northern Tiger.

**Recent Federal Tax Reforms**

The 2003 federal budget continued important tax policy thrusts introduced in federal and provincial government
bureaucrats to make judgments about the 'best' way to tax and spend.

Recent Provincial Tax Reforms

The four provinces with employer payroll taxes (including Ontario and Quebec) have left them intact, so that this

Some provinces have eliminated their corporate capital taxes — Alberta abolished its tax on financial corporations in 2001 and British Columbia removed its general corporate capital tax in 2002. The 2003 Ontario budget pledged to eliminate, concurrently with similar action by Ottawa, the province’s nonfinancial corporate capital tax, but the new Liberal government has withdrawn that commitment. Quebec announced a multi-year plan to halve rates on both of its corporate capital taxes, but its new Liberal government is facing fiscal stringencies that have caused it to delay these cuts. The four provinces with employer payroll taxes (including Ontario and Quebec) have left them intact, so that this

The other major strand of federal tax policy has been to reduce the tax burden on corporate income and capital and to provide more uniform treatment across industries. Central to this change was the phased reduction of the federal basic corporate income tax rate for nonmanufacturing sectors to 21 percent, the same rate as for manufacturing firms. As a result of the 2003 budget, this corporate tax rate cut will be gradually extended to the resources sector over the next several years, the small business deduction for corporate tax will be raised over time from the current $200,000 to $300,000, following initiatives at the provincial level, and the federal capital tax on nonfinancial corporations will be phased out over several years, again following the actions of some provinces. These tax changes serve to reinforce the overall move away from capital income taxation.

Further reinforcing the shift of the overall base of the tax system toward labour income was the federal government’s decision to trim employment insurance (EI) premium rates so slowly as to generate ongoing large surpluses relative to program costs. These revenues have provided the fiscal means for larger personal and corporate rate cuts. Sharp phased hikes in
source is generating a rising share of total provincial tax revenues. Some provinces have also shifted their revenues toward greater reliance on sales taxes and targeted them more directly at consumption. For example, British Columbia followed its large personal tax cuts in 2001 with a hike in its sales tax rate in 2002, and it reduced the taxation of business inputs. Saskatchewan paired its personal tax rate cuts with a major expansion in the coverage of its sales tax, but it included additional business inputs as well as many consumer items. The provinces have also increased their revenues from fees and user charges — hikes in medicare premiums by both Alberta and British Columbia are examples.

In 2001 the federal government allowed the provinces to shift from a “tax-on-tax” system to a “tax-on-income” system for their personal taxes. Most provinces responded by reducing their tax rates and flattening their rate structures. Most notably, Alberta moved to a flat rate of 10 percent above a much higher taxable income threshold. Saskatchewan and British Columbia have significantly lowered their top marginal rates of personal tax and partially flattened their rate schedules. Ontario has cut personal taxes sharply at low and middle incomes but continues to impose a steep surtax that keeps marginal rates on upper incomes high. The Conservative government had promised to reduce the number of taxpayers subject to surtax and had even referred to its ultimate abolition, but the new Liberal government has said it will not proceed with these items. Quebec has reduced personal tax rates but increased their progressive tilt. The province’s new Liberal government entered office committed to a further reduction of personal taxes by 27 percent, or $5 billion annually, over the next five years and to having personal tax rates competitive with those in Ontario within ten years (Parti Libéral du Québec 2003). As with corporate taxes, however, Quebec’s fiscal strains are delaying the start of these cuts as well, and Ontario’s change of government may make the goal itself less ambitious.

Since the provinces, apart from Quebec, use the federal definition of taxable income, they have also implicitly adopted the federal shift of the personal tax base toward consumption and labour income. In fact, Ontario was planning to reduce the capital gains inclusion rate for provincial tax purposes to 50 percent in 2000, and was negotiating with Ottawa over whether this would be permitted within the tax collection agreement, but this was pre-empted by the federal change. In 2000, Quebec also mirrored in its provincial income tax rules the federal reduction of capital gains inclusion rates.

Taxes and Competitiveness

To become a Northern Tiger, Canada requires a tax system that enhances its economy’s competitiveness, especially vis-à-vis that of the US. To determine the kind of tax system that will achieve this end, however, several questions must be addressed. First, does Canada’s overall level of taxes pose a handicap to the economy’s competitiveness? Second, how does Canada’s tax mix compare with that of the US? (I examine the comparative structures of each type of tax later in the paper.) And third, does it make sense for Canada to compete with the generally lower tax rates found in the US?

Tax Burdens and Comparative Advantage

Some business and academic analysts have asserted that Canada’s higher overall tax burden relative to that of the US represents a competitive disadvantage. In assessing this claim, it is important to distinguish between the effects of taxation on real standards of living and on international competitiveness. Moreover, it is essential to include in real living standards both private consumption (after-tax and after-transfer real incomes) and public consumption (the value placed on publicly supplied goods and services). If Canada’s relatively higher tax burden is borne fully by households in the form of lower net incomes, then that burden affects neither businesses’ costs of production nor their competitive position internationally. Whether this scenario reduces or raises real living standards hinges on whether Canadians value the incremental increase in publicly supplied goods and services at less than or more than their loss of real disposable income.

If a part of the higher tax burden is borne by businesses, it will still not reduce their international competitive position so long as there are additional public services or facilities (such as highways, medicare or better courts) that reduce their production costs or raise their productivity. Higher taxes could impair Canada’s trade competitiveness only if those taxes were borne in part by businesses and did not carry offsetting business benefits. Examples include pork-barrel regional spending, servicing public debt incurred for noncapital purposes or redistributive programs. Under this scenario, production costs would rise for Canadian producers, making them less competitive with US and other foreign producers, at least initially.

A tax-induced increase in Canadian production costs is not, however, the end of the story. The resulting
decline in the current account balance would cause the Canadian dollar to depreciate, thus restoring the competitive position of Canadian businesses. According to standard trade theory, a country’s ability to gain from specialization and trade hinges on its comparative advantage in producing some products, not on its absolute productivity or lower production costs vis-à-vis those of its trading partners. Raising taxes in Canada above those in the US, even for “wasteful” purposes, should not harm exports. True, it would reduce Canadians’ real living standards (through lower net incomes, higher import prices and other means), but it would not affect the economy’s international competitiveness.

Although being an open economy per se should not affect Canada’s choice of tax level, integrated Canadian-US markets for capital and skilled labour and the high potential mobility of these factors of production will influence Canada’s optimal tax design. Canadian tax bases, structures and rates must be tailored to maximize the growth of investment, jobs, productivity and real wages. Particular care must be taken with respect to the taxation of capital income and the personal income of higher-skilled labour in Canada and to the efficiency costs of the total revenue system. As I show later, this point has important implications for the design of business taxes and for the progressivity of personal taxes.

The bottom line to this analysis is that Canada’s choice of tax level can be purely a matter of domestic priorities — whether the value of public services outweighs the cost of the associated taxes — not a matter of trade competitiveness. If part of Canada’s public spending is misdirected or wasteful, it should be curtailed and taxes reduced solely because of the harm this does to real living standards (private plus public consumption). Still, the chosen level of spending should be financed at the lowest efficiency cost. Thus, Canada should formulate its tax design to be more efficient than that of the US. In so doing, Canada can pursue the goal of a stronger and more competitive economy even if it chooses to devote more of its national output to public consumption through higher taxes than does the US.

**Canada-US Tax Comparisons**

What is the relative overall level of taxes in Canada and the United States, and what are the comparative mixes of taxes in the two countries? Relative to its gross domestic product (GDP), Canada’s total tax burden was about 6 percentage points higher than that of the US in 2001, down from more than 9 percentage points in 1990 (see table 1). Significantly, these figures do not include “nontax revenues” of governments — items such as fines, user charges, most licence fees and royalty payments to government for the right to extract natural resources. Such royalties are more important in Canada, particularly in the resource-oriented western and Atlantic provinces, than they are in the US, and are an economically efficient way for Canadian governments to obtain revenues that allow them to reduce their need to apply distorting taxes.

More economically important is the mix of taxes the two countries use to finance government (table 1). In some basic respects, the two countries have quite similar tax mixes. Both rely heavily on personal taxes. As well, in both countries personal plus corporate income tax revenues jointly account for about half of total revenues, and property taxes account for about 10 percent of tax revenues. The most notable divergence is that Canada uses taxes on goods and services much more heavily than does the US, which, in turn, uses payroll taxes for social security much more heavily than does Canada. However, adding payroll taxes and goods and services taxes (both of which are ways to move toward taxing consumption) reveals that in 2001 each country collected about 40 percent of its revenues from these taxes jointly.

At a more detailed level, some differences between the two countries’ tax systems are noteworthy. At the federal level, personal taxes in Canada are significantly smaller than they are in the US (even as a percent of GDP). This is, however, offset by the personal taxes that Canadian provinces impose, which are much higher than those levied by US states and cities. Unlike in Canada, in the US cities and counties commonly impose sales taxes on top of state sales taxes, and some US cities also have a personal income tax. At the federal level, corporate income taxes were roughly comparable in the two countries in 2001, but at the subnational level they were about three times as large in Canada as in the US.

The US has no broad-based federal tax on goods and services like Canada’s GST. At the subnational level, both countries apply sales-type taxes (whether on value added or retail sales) to roughly the same degree. But because Canada also has a federal sales tax, its total relative reliance on broad-based taxation of goods and services is nearly twice that of the US. At the federal level, both countries apply comparable excise and use taxes, but at the subnational level, Canadian governments apply such taxes more heavily.
Finally, the two countries rely to a similar degree on taxes on real property and wealth. Canada has no counterpart to US governments’ use of estate, gift and inheritance taxes, but such taxes generate relatively little revenue and are scheduled to be reduced in future years. The bottom panel of table 1 shows that taxes for both countries are levied primarily at the federal level but that the federal share of total taxes is significantly larger in the US than in Canada, reflecting the provinces’ relatively larger spending responsibilities.

### Competing with US Taxes

As explained above, Canada’s overall tax level need not be a competitive concern so long as both the mix and structure of taxes are efficient, but there are further reasons not to pursue blindly US tax levels. These reasons include the unsustainability of US tax levels, differing visions of society’s objectives and the economic returns to smartly focused public expenditures. A key reason is that US fiscal policy is on an unsustainable path that will require either sharp future tax rate hikes or severe spending cuts — either of which will be economically and socially costly.
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According to the latest estimates by the US Congressional Budget Office (CBO), US federal deficits are projected to total US$1.9 trillion for 2005–14 (United States 2004, xii). Some independent experts, however, have asserted that the CBO figures seriously underestimate the real fiscal challenge, projecting total deficits on the order of US$4.4–US$9 trillion (Gale and Orszag 2004). They attribute this fiscal deterioration to declining revenues as a result of economic slowdown and the 2001 and 2003 tax cuts. They conclude that the US is on an “unsustainable fiscal path” once the longer-term implications of an aging population are factored in. The US fiscal problem will be further compounded by recent legislation to expand the scope of Medicare coverage to include prescription drugs. Even the normally staid Financial Times opined editorially about US federal policy: “On the management of fiscal policy, the lunatics are now in charge of the asylum...Watching the world’s economic superpower slowly destroy perhaps the world’s most enviable fiscal position is something to behold.”

It would hardly be prudent for Canada to cut its tax rates to imitate US tax rates that, in the long run, are unsustainable and some of which are already slated to rise. US federal revenue in 2004 will be smaller as a share of GDP than at any time since the 1950s. US legislation specifies that many of the key tax cuts enacted in 2001 and 2003 will “sunset” in various years from 2005 through 2011, and it has been estimated that
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<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
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<tr>
<td>Comparative Tax Mixes in Canada and the US, 2001</td>
</tr>
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</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tax type as % of total tax revenue [as % of GDP]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Personal income tax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporate income tax</td>
</tr>
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<td>Federal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payroll taxes and social security contributions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
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<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payroll taxes (subnational)</td>
</tr>
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<td></td>
</tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taxes on goods and services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broad-based taxes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subnational</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excise and use taxes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subnational</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taxes on property</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Property and wealth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estates and gift transfers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All federal taxes*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All subnational taxes*</td>
</tr>
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<td></td>
</tr>
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</table>


Note: Figures do not always add up due to rounding.

* Most social security contributions have been classified as federal taxes, although for Canada this includes Quebec Pension Plan premiums; provincial hospital insurance premiums and state taxes for unemployment insurance have been classified as subnational.

than do US governments. Comparative use of taxes on goods and services is of particular interest with respect to the issue of reducing border costs, as this might entail loosened border controls on the movement of commodities.

The US relies much more heavily on payroll taxes for social security than does Canada. However, US states have little counterpart to the general payroll taxes that four Canadian provinces apply, nominally to finance health care and education but in practice to supplement general revenues. These employer payroll taxes are an important source of revenues for Ontario, Quebec, Manitoba and Newfoundland and Labrador.
making the tax cuts permanent would reduce revenues by about US$2 trillion over the next decade (Gale and Orszag 2004). Moreover, state and local governments are also confronting fiscal difficulties. Addressing budget problems in the US will evidently require both spending reductions and revenue increases. While Canada faces similar long-run fiscal pressures, it is on a much better fiscal footing. Canada’s federal budget is currently in surplus and projected to remain so for the coming decades. Although the provinces are projected to run deficits over this period, mostly as a result of rising health care costs, fiscal surpluses are expected for all Canadian governments combined (Conference Board of Canada 2003).

Given the greater fiscal stresses in the US, the burden of servicing public debt will become greater than in Canada. In 2001 all levels of Canadian government paid 5.6 percent of GDP in interest charges against 3.2 percent for US governments. This 2.4 percent differential accounts for two-fifths of the 6 percent of GDP differential in the tax burdens of the two countries in 2001. As the US federal government continues to rack up massive deficits, adding to cumulative debt, while the Canadian government maintains at least modest surpluses, this differential in interest costs will diminish and then reverse. Eventually, Canada will be able to reduce its tax burden to that of the US as a percentage of GDP without sacrificing the size of its program spending relative to the economy.

Alternatively, Canadians may wish to take part of the dividends from declining debt-service charges in the form of more public benefits and services.

Yet another reason for Canada not to pursue US tax levels blindly is that Canadians and Americans often have a different vision for their societies. Many Canadians place greater weight on tolerance, diversity, equality, safe and vital city centres and civil society — all of which require supportive public services and infrastructure (see, for example, Adams 2003; Jedwab 2002, 2003). Hence, Canadians may choose higher tax burdens than do Americans — that is, less private consumption but more public consumption. Recent research on what determines success in the high-technology and other knowledge-based sectors has focused on the role of vital urban environments in attracting talented workers; they care more about tolerance, diversity, “coolness” and cultural amenities than about tax burdens per se (Florida 2002a, 2002b). Therefore, higher tax burdens can have a significant economic payoff if the revenues are effectively channelled to creating those vital and attractive cities.

Cross-national evidence confirms the disconnect between overall tax levels and the competitiveness of an economy. In its latest survey of global competitiveness, the World Economic Forum (2003) ranked Finland, Sweden and Denmark first, third and fourth, respectively; the United States placed second. Yet the three Nordic countries have tax burdens that are 10 to 14 percentage points of GDP higher than Canada’s and are the three highest of all the 30 countries that are members of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD). Their tax mixes put heavier weight on consumption-type taxes (value-added and payroll taxes) than those in Canada or the US; their personal taxes also apply relatively low flat rates to capital income alongside steep progressive rates on labour income. The lesson is not that high tax burdens per se create economic strength but, rather, that high tax burdens, if properly structured, need not be a hindrance to competitiveness.

Canada placed just sixteenth in the 2003 global competitiveness rankings, down several spots from the previous year. To account for its downgrade of Canada, the World Economic Forum cites issues such as distortive subsidies, favouritism in governmental decisions, bureaucratic red tape and foreign ownership restrictions. The remedies for these problems, however, are to be found in improved governance and regulation, not in tax policy. On the positive side, the competitiveness survey cites Canada’s budgetary surplus, sound banking system, generous paid maternity leaves, Internet access in schools and industry-university research collaboration. Most of these positive factors need to be supported by adequate fiscal resources, which makes the role of a well-structured, efficient tax system even more important.

Taxation Principles

The analysis of specific tax policies for Canada requires an understanding of some basic taxation principles. Most of the ensuing discussion draws on the research findings of economic theory and public finance and will be familiar to tax economists and tax policy specialists. Other readers will likely benefit from a review of this material, but those in a hurry to move on to the examination of specific tax policies in the next section — and those impatient with economic analysis — should be aware of at least the following key findings:
A consumption base is superior to an income base for reasons of economic efficiency and growth; an alternative way of implementing a consumption base is through heavier taxation of labour income relative to capital income or, at the limit, a tax on labour income and zero tax on capital income.

A consumption base for taxation is also more equitable in its treatment of individuals with the same lifetime labour earnings but different preferences about when in their lives they wish to consume.

A full and complete conversion of the tax system to a base of consumption and/or labour income would be excessively costly in terms of foregone revenues, convey large tax windfalls to the wealthy and pose severe problems of compliance, enforcement and international harmonization.

Partial conversion to a consumption base would avoid such problems and could fulfill most of the economic goals; such an implementation strategy is best pursued at the personal level via greater access to tax-recognized savings (especially through a new tax-prepaid format) and at the business level via greater moves toward a cash flow base (with faster deductions or full expensing of capital outlays).

It would be better to pursue a consumption base through the direct tax system than through indirect (sales-type) taxes, because of issues relating to vertical equity, tax enforcement and minimization of border effects.

Provincial tax policy has less leeway for excess tax burdens than national policy, since the exchange rate cannot offset the competitive disadvantage; provincial tax policy also has less room to pursue redistributive goals than national tax policy because of the greater mobility of labour within Canada than across the border.

Transiting readers should also be aware of the wide divergence of efficiency costs related to different types of taxes. Economists use a concept called the “marginal efficiency cost” (MEC) to measure the extra loss of valued output per extra dollar of revenue generated by raising the rate on a given tax base. For example, an MEC of zero would indicate that a tax has no efficiency cost — it extracts the extra dollar of revenue without any economic distortions. An MEC of 0.10 would mean that 10 cents of real valued economic activity is destroyed in the process of raising the extra dollar. One study of the Canadian economy found the following MEC values for alternative taxes: 0.17 for a sales tax or a consumption base, 0.27 for a tax on payroll or labour income, 0.56 for a tax on personal income (labour plus capital income) and 1.55 for a tax on corporate income or capital income. Hence, taxing capital income is much more economically costly than taxing consumption or labour income.

By shifting its tax bases from capital income (at both the individual and corporate levels) toward consumption and/or labour income, a government can reduce the economic costs of raising any given amount of revenues. Using the MEC values cited above, one can illustrate the potential economic gains from a more efficient mix and structure of taxes in Canada. For example, assume that $50 billion of revenues (out of the total of more than $400 billion per year) is shifted from less efficient bases (such as capital income) to more efficient bases (such as consumption or labour income). The ongoing gain in the level of real consumable output would be in the range of $20 billion to $65 billion per year — a pure gain apart from any associated costs of implementation. Moreover, if simpler forms of tax were put in place in the process, further potential saving of administrative and compliance costs would be possible.

**Definitions of Alternative Tax Bases**

It is useful at this point to preview the alternative tax bases and their definitions; this discussion covers all the major taxes on flows of economic resources and ignores taxes on stocks of wealth (such as property taxes and corporate capital taxes). Table 2 groups the tax bases into three categories: indirect, direct and transitional. An indirect tax is one applied to the sale or purchase of goods and services and is applied on each transaction. Indirect taxes cannot be adjusted to reflect the taxpayer’s situation or tax-paying ability; they tend to be regressive, at least from an annual perspective on tax burdens. In contrast, direct taxes are imposed on businesses or individuals and can be adjusted to reflect their specific situation (through exemptions, deductions or credits) and their tax-paying ability (through progressive rate schedules). Some direct taxes, such as corporate income or payroll taxes, are nevertheless applied at flat rates.

The principal types of indirect tax include two single-stage forms: the retail sales tax, imposed only at the point of final sale to consumers, and the excise tax, typically imposed at the wholesale or distributor level. There is also a multistage form, the value-added tax, imposed at each stage of production and distribution of products but only on the value added at that stage. Canada’s GST applies the commonly used credit-invoice
Because of the time value of money to a firm, the expensing rather than depreciation of new capital makes a cash flow base more favourable to firms than an income base. The cash flow base has both operational and economic advantages. It avoids the complexity, inaccuracies and bookkeeping burdens of accounting for depreciation on diverse types of capital. And it avoids the economic distortion to firms' investment decisions, as expensing fully shields the cost of capital (reflecting a normal return to capital) from tax.

Payroll taxes are direct forms of tax that can be applied to employers, employees or both. Most payroll taxes are imposed to finance specific social insurance programs, but they can also be imposed to collect general revenues. The payroll tax can eliminate even the modest efficiency cost noted earlier for taxes on payroll or labour income. Payroll taxes are usually applied at flat rates.

For direct taxes on business, the key distinction is whether to use an income base or a cash flow base. As can be seen in table 2, the difference between the two bases relates to the tax treatment of capital inputs by the firm. An income base reflects capital costs through an allowance for depreciation (“capital cost allowance” in Canadian tax jargon) over the life of the capital plus a deduction for interest costs in financing capital purchases. In contrast, a cash flow base allows an immediate deduction of the full capital purchase price (often called “expensing”) but no deduction for financing costs. Because of the time value of money to a firm, the expensing rather than depreciation of new capital makes a cash flow base more favourable to firms than an income base. The cash flow base has both operational and economic advantages. It avoids the complexity, inaccuracies and bookkeeping burdens of accounting for depreciation on diverse types of capital. And it avoids the economic distortion to firms' investment decisions, as expensing fully shields the cost of capital (reflecting a normal return to capital) from tax.

Payroll taxes are direct forms of tax that can be applied to employers, employees or both. Most payroll taxes are imposed to finance specific social insurance programs, but they can also be imposed to collect general revenues. The payroll tax can eliminate even the modest efficiency cost noted earlier for taxes on payroll or labour income. Payroll taxes are usually applied at flat rates.
but sometimes have annual exemptions and/or ceilings on the taxable earnings per worker. In most circumstances, the burden of a payroll tax falls fully or mostly on the worker regardless of whether the tax is nominally paid by the employer or by the employee. Although payroll taxes typically are applied to wages and salaries, the base can also include fringe benefits and employer pension contributions. In some cases, a parallel tax is applied to self-employment earnings to avoid a tax bias against employees.

Many jurisdictions prefer to make heavy use of direct personal taxes because their rates and provisions can be tailored to achieve both vertical and horizontal equity. The key distinction for direct taxes is whether their base is income or consumption. A tax on income applies to the full accruing returns to capital as well as to labour income and miscellaneous receipts (such as transfer payments). A tax on consumption — implemented through either a “tax-deferred” method that exempts savings or a “tax-prepaid” method that taxes labour income and exempts capital income — does not distort individuals’ choices about when in their lifetimes to consume. It also does not distort savings or investment decisions and does not insert a “tax wedge” between the gross and net rates of return on investment or savings (see Bradford 1988). Hence, any tax on capital income, such as that on an income base that includes both labour income and capital income, departs from consumption tax criteria.

Taxes can also be characterized by whether they are origin type or destination type, a distinction that is important for the freer movement of goods and services across borders at minimum cost to business and consumers. A destination-type tax is one applied in or by the jurisdiction where the ultimate consumer resides; for exports, this requires that the tax not be applied in the producing jurisdiction, but for imports, the tax must be collected at the border or in a manner closely related to each shipment. An origin-type tax is applied in the jurisdiction where the good or service is produced or where the productive factors are located and paid; this obviates the need for border controls or the taxing of the movement of goods and services. Only the retail sales tax, excise tax and value-added tax are destination type. All other transitional and direct taxes (both business and personal) are origin type.

**Implementing a Consumption Base**

There is growing consensus among tax economists that shifting tax bases away from income, particularly capital income, and toward consumption and labour income would yield significant benefits. It would improve the lifetime horizontally equitable treatment of households with different savings preferences — that is, individuals with the same lifetime labour earnings would pay the same total discounted taxes despite differing choices about when to consume. Shifting tax bases toward consumption and labour income would also improve incentives for savings, and to the extent that savings did increase, it would promote long-run growth of both the economy and living standards. Even if aggregate savings were not affected, such a shift would improve the efficiency of resource allocation over time, thereby raising real living standards. Total savings would be allocated to different types of capital formation (such as business investment versus housing) on a more neutral basis. Additional benefits would arise from simpler record keeping and tax reporting and potentially from reduced opportunities for tax avoidance and evasion using complex investment schemes.

In shifting tax bases, several possible problems would need to be considered in designing the new taxes. For example, without proper formulation, the vertical equity of the tax system could be unduly compromised. Total revenues might also be reduced unless they were offset elsewhere in the tax system. In particular, revenues might be lost in the form of windfall gains to holders of “old” capital at the time the transition took place without any concomitant incentives for incremental savings. Since the largest holders of capital have high incomes, this issue also relates to the preservation of vertical equity. In addition, it would be important in shifting tax bases to avoid creating new kinds of opportunities for tax avoidance and undue burdens on households and businesses. And any such reform would also have to be coordinated with the tax systems of other countries, principally the US.

There are two ways to implement a consumption-based personal tax. One way is the “tax-deferred” or “registered-assets” method, which permits a deduction from the taxpayer’s income of savings in the form of contributions to trusted plans. In effect, this method provides for the deferral of tax on both the principal amount saved and the accruing investment returns to such savings; when the funds are withdrawn for consumption, they become taxable. RPPs and RRSPs embody the tax-deferred method within the direct personal tax. If all limits were removed from contributions to tax-deferred plans, the scheme would become a “personal consumption tax,” which could retain tax rate progressivity of any desired degree. Indirect sales taxes on consumption also embody the tax-deferred
method, as no sales tax is paid on earnings until they are spent, but they tend to be regressive in practice.

The second way to implement a consumption-based tax is through the “tax-prepaid” method, sometimes called a “labour income” or “wage” tax. Rather than working with the “uses” of income (consumption versus savings) as in the tax-deferred method, the tax-prepaid method considers the “sources” of income. Labour income is taxable but capital income is exempted from tax; the capital income simply reflects the return to savings. A tax-prepaid personal consumption tax would be a progressive tax on labour and other noncapital incomes. A partial move in this direction would require the establishment of tax-prepaid savings plans with limits on the contribution amounts. The tax-prepayment principle is already manifested in the tax-free treatment of gains on owner-occupied housing, the preferential tax inclusion rate on other capital gains and the tax treatment of some insurance products.

A simple numerical example can be used to illustrate the equivalence of the tax-deferred and tax-prepaid methods. Assume that the marginal tax rate is the same in two periods, t, and that all savings yield a rate of return equal to the rate used to discount future values, r. Person A earns an extra dollar, which he immediately spends, with the result that it is taxed as part of current consumption and incurs tax of t. Person B similarly earns an extra dollar, but she saves it for consumption in the next period. There is no consumption tax due in the first period, but the dollar grows to $1 + r$ in the second period, when it is spent, incurring tax of t($1 + r$). However, discounting that tax back to its value in the first period yields a present value of t($1 + r$)/($1 + r$) = t, the same as the tax that person A paid. Alternatively, if the tax is applied to labour income rather than consumption, both individuals would pay the same tax of t in the first period, again independent of when they chose to spend the earnings.

**Equivalences and Differences in Methods**

Both the tax-deferred and tax-prepaid methods are economically equivalent under particular conditions. That is, they yield the same present value for a person’s lifetime stream of consumption irrespective of choices made about when to save and consume, so the tax does not distort either consumer or investment choices. The net rate of return to an individual saver is then equal to the gross rate of return on the tangible real investment, which promotes the economy’s allocative efficiency and growth potential. However, if there are departures from either of the stated conditions — that the rate of return on all assets equals the rate used for discounting future values, and that the individual’s marginal tax rate is identical when saving and consuming — then the two methods are no longer equivalent, with possible consequences for equity and efficiency (see Kesselman and Poschmann 2001).

When rates of return or marginal tax rates depart from these assumptions, the tax-deferred and tax-prepaid methods will have different effects, as shown in table 3. If some assets have rates of return that differ from that used to discount future consumption, the two methods may lead to different concepts of horizontal equity — the equal taxation of people with the same level of economic resources. The tax-deferred method displays ex post equity in that assets yielding above-average returns are taxed on their supernormal returns (a consumption-based tax exempts the normal return to capital). With the tax-prepaid method, the income treated as a personal tax because savings are deductible at the time of saving MTRs. These differing attributes also mean that the two methods can be combined usefully within a personal tax. Tax deferral allows individuals to undertake lifetime averaging of their tax burden: from that used to discount future consumption, the two methods give rise to differing concepts of horizontal equity — the equal taxation of people with the same level of economic resources. The tax-deferred method displays ex post equity in that assets yielding above-average returns are taxed on their supernormal returns (a consumption-based tax exempts the normal return to capital). With the tax-prepaid method, the tax on owner-occupied housing, the preferential tax inclusion rate on other capital gains and the tax treatment of some insurance products.

A simple numerical example can be used to illustrate the equivalence of the tax-deferred and tax-prepaid methods. Assume that the marginal tax rate is the same in two periods, t, and that all savings yield a rate of return equal to the rate used to discount future values, r. Person A earns an extra dollar, which he immediately spends, with the result that it is taxed as part of current consumption and incurs tax of t. Person B similarly earns an extra dollar, but she saves it for consumption in the next period. There is no consumption tax due in the first period, but the dollar grows to $1 + r$ in the second period, when it is spent, incurring tax of t($1 + r$). However, discounting that tax back to its value in the first period yields a present value of t($1 + r$)/($1 + r$) = t, the same as the tax that person A paid. Alternatively, if the tax is applied to labour income rather than consumption, both individuals would pay the same tax of t in the first period, again independent of when they chose to spend the earnings.

Table 3 also shows, under “individual’s position,” which method is advantageous or unfavourable depending on the divergence of marginal tax rates (MTRs) between the points of saving and consumption. With the tax-deferred method, there is a gain to the individual whose MTR declines between saving and the withdrawal of funds for consumption. Conversely, tax deferral penalizes those whose MTRs rise between the time they save and the time they consume. In contrast, under the tax-prepaid method, changes in MTRs have no impact on the net returns to saving for later consumption, making this method more advantageous than tax deferral for those with rising MTRs and unfavourable for those with declining MTRs. These differing attributes also mean that the two methods can be combined usefully within a personal tax. Tax deferral allows individuals to undertake lifetime averaging of their tax burden in a system with progressive annual tax rates; tax prepayment affords “intertemporal” economic efficiency in choices about when to save and when to spend.

Additional attributes of the two tax methods are summarized in table 3. In terms of vertical equity, tax deferral reduces the effective rate progressivity of the personal tax because savings are deductible at the individual’s MTR. Tax prepayment, in contrast, does
the tax-prepaid method entails revenue costs that are small at the outset but grow over time and are not reversed when savers retire and spend their savings. Hence, tax prepayment may aggravate future revenue problems when the baby boomers retire, unless budgetary surpluses are generated in advance.

Another issue arises when there is a shift between the two methods of taxing consumption. Although the two methods are equivalent for individuals who live their entire lives under them, they are not the same if applied to individuals at different stages of their lives. To illustrate this point, suppose the tax-deferred method is applied through an indirect sales tax and the tax-prepaid method through an employee payroll tax. Clearly, a shift from a sales tax to a payroll tax would favour retirees and those late in their working lives, since most of their lifetime labour earnings would escape the payroll tax, but it would be unfavourable to those who were young or early in their working lives. Conversely, a shift from a payroll tax to a sales tax would favour younger workers while penalizing older workers and retirees (who would have already paid payroll tax on most of their earnings)

not allow for the deduction of amounts saved, and hence treats savers in different tax brackets in a more uniform manner, thus preserving greater effective progressivity of annual tax burdens. Another way of viewing this difference is that tax deferral offers a form of lifetime averaging of taxes. It is also much simpler for taxpayers to comply with tax prepayment than with tax deferral, since only the latter method requires complex calculations and forecasts about future income for the individual to decide when to make tax claims or when to withdraw funds.

From the treasury’s position, the tax-deferred method entails large current revenue costs because of the tax deductibility of savings. These costs may grow for an extended period as the middle-aged population increases, but eventually they will reverse as individuals retire and withdraw their tax-sheltered savings. The deferral of tax means that additional revenues will be generated in the future, which, in Canada’s case, could be helpful for financing public pension and health care needs when the large population of baby boomers retires (see Mérrette 2002). In contrast,

### Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Tax-deferred method</th>
<th>Tax-prepaid method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Pros</strong></td>
<td><strong>Cons</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horizontal equity</td>
<td>Ex post equity: supernormal returns to capital are taxed</td>
<td>Reduces effective progressivity of tax rate schedule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical equity</td>
<td>Advantageous for those who expect to be in a lower MTR at time of withdrawal</td>
<td>Unfavourable for those who expect to be in a higher MTR at time of withdrawal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual’s position</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treasury’s position</td>
<td>Accumulates future tax revenues, matching revenues to needs</td>
<td>High near-term revenue cost (relative to income base)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lifetime tax averaging</td>
<td>Facilitated</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intertemporal economic efficiency</td>
<td>Upset when MTRs differ across periods for individuals</td>
<td>Facilitated regardless of MTR patterns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simplicity for taxpayer</td>
<td>Adds complexity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: MTR = marginal tax rate

* Relative to the outcomes under the tax-deferred method.
and who would pay again, in sales taxes, when they spent their lifetime savings. This point suggests that policy should avoid sharp shifts between the two methods of taxing consumption and that it may be desirable to use a balanced mix of the two.

**Partial Implementation Methods**

Both methods of consumption taxation have been recommended in previous tax reform proposals. In the US, the tax-deferred method was endorsed by Senators Sam Nunn and Peter Domenici in their proposed USA (unlimited savings allowance) tax (Boskin 1996); in Canada, it was supported in the Fraser Institute’s 1994 proposals for replacing the GST with a “personal consumption tax” that could retain a progressive tax rate schedule (Walker 1994). The tax-prepaid method was elaborated in the US in the Hall-Rabushka (1985) flat tax plan, promoted by congressman Dick Armey and presidential candidate Steve Forbes. The Hall-Rabushka scheme is a combination of a personal tax that exempts financial capital returns and a business tax based on cash flow (this is the business counterpart to consumption for households). In Canada, the former Reform Party favourably assessed a scheme of this kind but did not endorse it as official policy. A variant of the Hall-Rabushka scheme, Bradford’s “X-tax” (1986) combines progressive personal tax rates and a flat business tax rate imposed at the top rate of personal tax.

Major problems arise with the full implementation of a consumption-based tax. A central problem is how to handle capital or savings that were already accumulated at the time of transition. Under the tax-deferred method, such pre-existing wealth taken from undocumented sources could be contributed to registered savings plans as “new” savings, thus sharply reducing the tax liabilities of high-wealth holders for many years. Under the tax-prepaid method, pre-existing wealth could be used to finance personal consumption without incurring any direct taxes. To prevent this revenue loss during the transition, it would be necessary to establish comprehensive accounting of all initial wealth holdings to ensure they were not being used for tax avoidance. The difficulty of achieving such a goal, however, means that substantially higher marginal tax rates would need to be applied to taxable consumption and labour earnings, which would undermine the efficiency gains of the reform. This kind of tax avoidance would also sharply reduce effective tax progressivity because of the high concentration of wealth that is in the form of neither registered savings nor home equity.

One way to control opportunities for avoidance, reduce potential revenue losses and focus the incentives on incremental savings is to implement a consumption-based personal tax only partially, rather than fully. For example, annual contributions to registered savings plans — whether tax deferred or tax prepaid — can be limited as a percentage of current labour earnings. This approach is used in the current Canadian RPP and RRSP schemes, which have both a percentage limit and an annual dollar limit, with liberal provisions for the carry-over of unused contribution amounts. Two other methods of applying the tax-prepaid approach are annual exemptions on given amounts of financial income and partial exclusion of realized capital gains from personal tax.

Partial implementation methods do, however, have some limitations. One is that they restrict the forms of savings that qualify for consumption treatment. With registered plans and an annual financial income exclusion, the holding of marketable financial securities is favoured relative to kinds of savings that do not qualify (for example, tangible assets, real estate and business assets other than those that are publicly traded). In addition, partial exclusion of capital gains is further biased toward equities, especially growth equities, relative to holdings of debt and dividend-paying equities, though the latter is partially mitigated in Canada by the dividend tax credit. The tax-prepaid method is equivalent to a zero tax on capital gains — which some analysts (for example, Grubel 2003a) have backed — but it also offers neutral treatment of interest and dividend incomes. Moreover, tax-prepayment with limits on annual contributions avoids some of the most severe problems of eliminating taxes on all capital gains, including large and economically inefficient revenue losses, windfall gains to the wealthy and a sharp reduction in personal tax progressivity.

The business tax counterpart to a consumption base for households is a cash flow base. Economists regard a business cash flow base as economically efficient and neutral for real investment decisions. Such a base further simplifies tax accounting by eliminating the need for depreciation accounting, as all capital purchases can be fully expensed (and there are no deductions for financing costs). Indeed, the business component of the Hall-Rabushka plan embodies cash flow taxation. However, because the cash flow base exempts the normal return to capital, it reduces corporate tax revenues and these would need to be replaced elsewhere. A cash flow base also leads to difficult tran-
sition problems for firms with high debt loads, since their interest financing costs would no longer be deductible. Most of these difficulties could be avoided by allowing highly accelerated depreciation, or full expensing, only for new capital investment.

**Direct versus Indirect Application**

The choice of whether to apply a tax directly or indirectly pertains mostly to consumption-based taxes, for which there are both direct and indirect forms, but it raises similar issues in comparing an indirect consumption tax with various forms of direct personal and business taxes. The first consideration is that an indirect tax is of limited use because its operation prevents adjusting rates based on the taxpayer's ability to pay or on other attributes such as family size or health status. For this reason, an indirect tax is suitable only as a supplementary means of collecting revenues where substantial use is made of direct taxes on households. An indirect tax’s lack of discriminatory power often leads to the use of compensatory provisions such as income-tested refundable tax credits for lower-income households.

Second, it has been argued that diversifying tax collection between direct and indirect methods reduces the potential for tax avoidance and evasion. Spreading taxes over multiple bases and collection points reduces the incentive to cheat on any one tax, it is claimed, and increases the cost of cheating on multiple taxes. Yet this argument is easily overstated, in that a business that cheats on its collection or remittance of GST will consistently misreport its gross revenues and costs on its income tax return. If it did not, an audit for one of the taxes would reveal that the other tax had not been properly reported. Hence, multiplicity of tax bases and collection points does not necessarily improve the tax authorities’ detection powers, but it typically increases their administrative costs and taxpayers’ compliance costs.

Third is an aspect of tax collection and enforcement of particular salience for Canada in choosing between direct and indirect tax formats. As noted above, an indirect tax is applied on a “destination” basis, whereby the tax is levied, paid and collected in the jurisdiction in which the final consumer of the good or service resides. In contrast, a direct tax is applied on the basis of the “origin” of the income used to purchase the good or service, and it is levied by the jurisdiction in which that income is generated and in which the factor owner resides. Hence, an indirect tax requires the means to collect taxes on purchases that individuals make across the border and consume at home — typically through controls on commercial and private purchases of goods shipped or carried across the border.

Canadian tax design must heed the last point in particular if the goal is to increase the country’s competitiveness. Existing border controls to enforce the GST and provincial sales taxes impose large real burdens on businesses, individuals and governments. These burdens include customs officers, brokerage and Canada Post import fees, shippers’ costs of preparing export documentation and higher courier and postage fees for shipments between Canada and the US than for shipments within either country. On top of these tangible costs are the time costs imposed on truckers and individuals queued at the border and on Canadian businesses waiting for the delivery of needed materials, parts and supplies. All these items are added to the costs of doing business in Canada, perhaps rivalling the costs of having a separate currency, which have been much-discussed in the dollarization debate.

Any plan to spur Canadian economic growth should thus seek to minimize border costs. Canada might also contemplate an eventual customs union with the US, whereby trade between the two countries is tariff free and both apply common tariff rates to trade with other countries. Such an arrangement would allow Canadian producers to operate in the North American market with as little friction to doing business as US firms experience. Gains to Canadians’ real living standards also might result from reducing the use of Canada-specific distributors for many products. However, present sales-type taxes, with total rates averaging about 15 percent for all provinces except Alberta, are roughly double their US counterparts, a tax differential that is a major barrier to relaxing border controls on trade. Hence, Canada should consider reducing total indirect taxes toward the average US level, which would entail changing the form of federal and provincial sales taxes.

In switching from a destination-type indirect tax to an origin-type direct tax, two notable effects would arise. First, Canadian residents would be taxed on their consumption abroad, to the extent that it was financed out of domestic earnings. Unless the direct tax effectively captured their foreign earnings, Canadians might in part escape taxes here. Second, switching to an origin-type tax would raise domestic production costs; however, as explained earlier in the discussion of tax levels, an automatic adjustment of the exchange rate would offset this effect. With flexible exchange rates, domestic autonomy over tax rates would be preserved even with more relaxed border controls on trade.
One might question whether Canada’s direct tax system could bear heavier usage if indirect taxes needed to be reduced to minimize border costs. This approach might appear to run counter to the advice of Bev Dahlby:

We should levy both direct and indirect consumption taxes because they are subject to different forms of tax evasion and avoidance. Therefore, it is preferable to have two systems of consumption taxation, each levied at a moderate rate, rather than have one consumption tax system levied at the full rate. (2003, 100–01)

Dahlby cites two types of cross-border tax evasion: underreporting of foreign earnings for a direct tax, levied on a residence basis; and cross-border shopping with respect to an indirect tax, levied on a destination basis. Relaxed border controls on the movement of goods would make the latter type of evasion easier without changing the ease of the former type. Hence, it would dictate some shift of the tax mix away from indirect and toward direct taxes. Indeed, only a full common market, in which average workers could readily obtain US earnings, would also ease the former type of evasion and thus tilt the balance toward indirect taxes.

Provincial Tax Principles
The analysis of provincial taxes differs from that of federal taxes in two important respects. First, at the national level, any differential tax burden will be accommodated through an exchange-rate adjustment to restore trade competitiveness; this process occurs regardless of whether the taxes provide good value for households and businesses. In contrast, any province that raises its tax burden without providing fully valued public goods and services for households and businesses will impede the ability of firms in that province to compete both nationally and internationally. There is no adjustment counterpart at the provincial level to the exchange rate for the national economy. Consequently, the provinces face more severe market constraints than does the federal government on their ability to overtax relative to the value of public expenditures.

The second factor that differentiates provincial and federal tax policy is the greater mobility of labour within the country than internationally. Such mobility arises across the skills spectrum but is greatest at the highest levels. As a result, a province must not only provide public goods and services that all taxpayers fully value; it must also do so with respect to the taxes high earners pay and the services they enjoy. Otherwise, some of them will leave the province, thus raising the gross pay for those occupations and shifting the burden of more progressive taxes onto employers. Evidence from US states suggests that this mobility process prevents them from pursuing much redistribution through the tax system (Feldstein and Wrobel 1998). Accordingly, the provinces may be more constrained than the federal government in their ability to use tax and spending policies for redistributive purposes.

Personal Taxes
Personal taxes are the largest component of the Canadian revenue system at both the federal and provincial levels, making them critical in any tax design. My analysis begins by assessing the Canadian personal tax base and comparing it with the US base. This leads to proposals for both expanding and reforming the base — including, most importantly, further moves toward a consumption base. I then examine personal tax rates in Canada as well as the top tax rates on various types of income, and compare them at both the federal and subnational levels with those in the US. This provides a basis for assessing the most economically beneficial ways to modify the personal tax rate structure at both the federal and provincial levels.

The Base for Personal Taxes
In its efforts to become a Northern Tiger, Canada should seek to implement the broadest, most efficient base for personal taxes, with due regard for horizontal equity. For both Canada and the US, the personal income tax is by far the largest source of tax revenues at the federal level. Fortunately, Canada enjoys some advantages by not replicating several leakages found in the US tax base. One of these is the deductibility of mortgage interest, which moves the US base away from consumption, favours current spending and biases savings toward investment in home equity at the expense of business investment. In the 2000 tax year, itemized deductions for mortgage interest totalled US$300 billion, or about 7 percent of total US adjusted gross income. Another leakage in the US tax base is the federal deductibility of state and local income taxes, real estate taxes and personal property taxes, which in the 2000 tax year shrank the tax base by a further US$295 billion, or another 7 percent.
A third type of personal tax base erosion in the US arises through the tax-free treatment of interest on state and municipal bonds (“munis”). As of late 2002, the total volume of munis outstanding was US$1.76 trillion, of which about 70 percent was held by individuals (either directly or through funds). At a tax-equivalent interest rate of 4.5 percent (almost all munis are long term), this treatment removes more than US$55 billion from the tax base of upper-bracket US taxpayers. Tax-free treatment is an inefficient method for making intergovernmental transfers. It also reduces the progressivity of the tax system and encourages excessive spending by governments that have access to cheap financing. For these reasons, Ontario’s issuance of tax-free Opportunity Bonds in 2003 is a troubling Canadian precedent, one that other jurisdictions should eschew.

Although the deductions and exclusions available in the US lessen effective tax burdens, they do so in a way that is economically inefficient. They necessitate marginal tax rates that are higher than would otherwise be needed to generate the same total tax revenues. These higher MTRs carry larger efficiency costs than necessary by distorting taxpayer choices with respect to work, saving and investment. Hence, by avoiding such base-eroding tax deductions, Canada can either raise the same relative revenues as the US with lower MTRs and lesser economic distortion or raise greater revenues than the US with comparable MTRs and economic distortion — either way, a useful competitive advantage.

Canada’s personal tax base is broader than that of the US, but it still has some areas in which efficiency and horizontal equity could be improved. The most notable of these areas is the omission of employer-paid health and dental insurance benefits as a taxable fringe benefit for employees. This omission reduces the tax base while causing inefficient overprovision of such coverage relative to taxable compensation. It also penalizes disproportionately workers at lower earnings levels, who have little or no such coverage. Another example is strike pay, which is nontaxable, while the union dues that finance it are tax deductible, an arrangement that is inconsistent and encourages more and longer work disruptions. Moreover, some transfer payments to individuals are nontaxable, which may make sense for income-tested transfers, where taxability would exacerbate work disincentives, but transfers such as workers’ compensation benefits should be taxable just as are employee compensation and unemployment benefits.

To improve efficiency, growth and competitiveness with the US, however, the most critical change that could be made to Canada’s personal tax base is a further shift toward consumption. Currently, high earners in Canada can take advantage of only about one-third of the tax-recognized savings of their US counterparts, which raises their relative tax burdens and distorts their savings behaviour. The 2003 federal budget’s proposed phased hikes in the dollar ceiling for RPP and RRSP contributions from $13,500 to $18,000 over several years is long overdue, but it does not go far enough. Any dollar ceiling on contributions eliminates the efficiency gains for individuals who are constrained by that ceiling; for them, it is like a lump-sum tax reduction with no marginal incentives to save. Moreover, there is no reason to keep high earners from undertaking lifetime savings on the same consumption-tax basis as low and middle earners.

Maintaining the link between contributions and labour earnings is an effective way both to limit consumption treatment to lifecycle savings and to prevent the large revenue loss of a full consumption tax base. The existing 18 percent rate is adequate for those not constrained by the dollar limit, given the ability to carry forward unused contribution amounts — a point confirmed by the fact that very few of those individuals actually contribute their full allowance. However, along with eliminating the dollar ceiling on contributions, it might be sensible to apply a lower rate (such as 15 percent) for allowable contributions on earnings above $100,000 per year. Such a change would reflect the progressivity of the tax rate schedule, the application of the percentage limit to gross earnings and the need for retirement savings to replace only part of net earnings.

Further moves toward a Canadian personal consumption tax will invoke the choice between tax-deferred and tax-prepaid methods. The 2003 federal budget announced plans to consult on the possible adoption of tax-prepaid savings plans (Canada 2003a, 341–42). In fact, several considerations support the expansion of access to tax-recognized savings along tax-prepaid, rather than tax-deferred, lines (Kesselman and Poschmann 2001). These include lower immediate revenue costs, greater economic efficiency, less sacrifice of vertical equity, and greater benefits for low-income earners whose higher MTRs in retirement make tax-deferred savings unattractive. Yet another virtue of the tax-prepaid approach is that high earners would not be tempted to emigrate to skirt their tax-deferred liabilities on dissaving; at present, after emigrating, such earners can reduce their tax on withdrawals from tax-deferred
plans by taking advantage of low nonresident tax-withholding rates. Still another incentive for Canada to move toward treating tax-recognized savings along tax-prepaid lines is that the US administration has proposed converting existing tax-deferred Individual Retirement Accounts to tax-prepaid schemes.46

In addition to instituting new TPSPs that are integrated with existing tax-deferred savings plans, Canada could usefully reinstate annual exemptions on a limited amount of interest and dividend income. Prior to the tax reforms of the late 1980s, individuals could exempt $1,000 of such income each year; an appropriate contemporary figure would be about $2,000 per year. This provision would allow for consumption-type treatment of small amounts of savings without the need for formal registration of plans or record keeping of contributions. An exemption method would not be a suitable substitute for much larger TPSPs, however, since the exemption can be used for pre-existing savings, and access to it cannot be readily linked to labour earnings. A fixed exemption for interest and dividends would also encourage families to accumulate a modest rainy-day fund outside their registered savings to help tide them over emergencies or jobless spells.

As part of the move toward a consumption tax base, changes to the rules for interest deductibility would be appropriate. Current rules require tracing borrowed funds to specific financial assets to block deductions on homeowner or consumer loans; interest cannot be deducted on loans to finance RRSP contributions; and Finance Canada has proposed barring deductions for interest to finance equities oriented to capital gains rather than to dividends. An attractive way to reform these rules would be to limit the taxpayer’s annual interest deductions to total income from interest, dividends and taxable capital gains. Any excess amount could be carried forward for use in future years. This approach would eliminate the complexities of tracing, prevent economically inefficient tax arbitrage on leveraged equity investments and maintain the consumption tax base’s integrity. The US tax system already uses a similar method.

Reform of Canadian personal taxes relating to matters in the international arena would also bring greater economic benefits. For example, the limits on foreign content in registered savings and pension plans operate to the disadvantage of Canadian workers and savers with no offsetting benefits (see Fried and Wirick 1999) and should be completely eliminated. The withholding taxes on interest and dividends paid to non-residents impose significant burdens on the Canadian economy (see Mintz 2001b), and they should be removed through bilateral agreement with the US or else unilaterally lifted. Other US tax provisions make it more burdensome for US managers, professionals and technical workers to work in Canada,47 thus reducing the benefits to the Canadian economy from tapping specialized skills. Canada should negotiate with the US to remedy this matter.

Rates of Personal Taxes

Personal income taxes (PITs) represent a somewhat smaller share of total taxes in Canada than in the US and a slightly larger share of GDP (see table 1). Despite this rough aggregate similarity, the composition between federal and subnational usage of the PIT differs sharply in the two countries. In Canada, federal income taxes are lower than in the US, but provincial income taxes are nearly twice as large as their US state and local counterparts.48 In this section, I examine the comparative tax rate structures at the federal level in the two countries, then at the subnational level and finally the top MTRs for combined federal-subnational income taxes.

Table 4 presents the federal PIT rate schedules for the two countries in 2003, with the US taxable income brackets converted into Canadian currency using two exchange rates: a recent market rate (US $0.76) and the purchasing power parity (PPP) rate (US $0.84).49 The table includes the major US rate cuts of 2003 and presents schedules for three types of tax filers; Canada has just one rate schedule for all filers. When married couples in the US opt to file separate returns, they face tax rate brackets that are just half the width of those for married joint filers. Hence, for Canadian couples with partners having equal incomes, the US rate schedule for married separate filers (table 4e) offers the most appropriate comparison.

At incomes below $30,000 for single earners and $65,000 for couples, US federal MTRs are distinctly below those in Canada, a disparity that is augmented by larger personal exemptions and deductions in the US. At a taxable income of about $60,000, or $120,000 earned equally by married partners, the Canadian federal MTR of 22 percent compares with an MTR of 25 percent in the US. The top MTR of 29 percent in Canada applies for taxable incomes above $104,600, while the top MTR in the US is 35 percent and applies for taxable incomes above US $312,000 (or US $156,000 for married separate filers). In Canada, a couple with
### Table 4c
#### US: Single Filers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Taxable income range ($)</th>
<th>Basic personal amount + standard deduction = US$7,850(^a)</th>
<th>MTR (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0–7,000</td>
<td>0–9,200</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,000–28,400</td>
<td>9,200–37,400</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28,400–68,800</td>
<td>37,400–90,500</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68,800–143,500</td>
<td>90,500–188,800</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>143,500–312,000</td>
<td>188,800–410,500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Above 312,000</td>
<td>Above 410,500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4d
#### US: Married Joint Filers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Taxable income (US$)</th>
<th>Basic personal amount + standard deduction = US$15,700(^a)</th>
<th>MTR (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0–14,000</td>
<td>0–18,400</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14,000–56,800</td>
<td>18,400–74,700</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56,800–114,700</td>
<td>74,700–150,900</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>114,700–174,700</td>
<td>150,900–229,900</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>174,700–312,000</td>
<td>229,900–410,500</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Above 312,000</td>
<td>Above 410,500</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4e
#### US: Married Separate Filers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Taxable income (US$)</th>
<th>Basic personal amount + standard deduction = US$7,850(^a)</th>
<th>MTR (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0–7,000</td>
<td>0–9,200</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,000–28,400</td>
<td>9,200–37,400</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28,400–57,300</td>
<td>37,400–75,400</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57,300–87,400</td>
<td>75,400–115,000</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87,400–156,000</td>
<td>115,000–205,300</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Above 156,000</td>
<td>Above 205,300</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Canada Customs and Revenue Agency and US Internal Revenue Service.

Note: All figures rounded to the nearest $100.

\(^a\) Assumes no dependent children.
equal incomes does not incur the top rate until reaching a combined taxable income of $209,000. At a comparable income using PPP in the US, the couple filing jointly would pay an MTR of 33 percent.

Tables 5 and 6 show the top MTRs for PIT at the Canadian provincial and US state levels, respectively, for 2003. In Canada, the top MTRs range from 10 percent for Alberta (with its flat rate PIT) to the upper teens for several provinces (after adjusting for the rebate of federal tax to Quebec taxpayers). British Columbia and Saskatchewan have top MTRs of 15 percent or just below. In most provinces, these top-rate brackets apply to incomes substantially below the $104,600 threshold for the top federal MTR, although New Brunswick matches the federal threshold and Saskatchewan approaches it. Overall, the rate schedules of the provinces other than Alberta display considerable progressivity of MTRs across incomes (though this is not displayed in table 5).

Table 6 classifies the US states by their top MTRs, with seven states having no PIT and another two taxing only interest and dividends. Six states, including most of those with the lowest top MTRs, apply flat rate schedules. For many states with progressive PIT schedules, the top MTR is attained at relatively moderate incomes, such as US$20,000 (or US$40,000 for couples) in New York. This pattern and the fact that several states have either no PIT or a flat rate PIT means that, overall, US state PITs are much less progressive than Canadian provincial PITs; this contrasts with the greater progressivity of the US PIT than the Canadian PIT at the federal level. Only two states (Montana and North Dakota) have top MTRs above 10 percent, and their rates are exceeded by those of all Canadian provinces except Alberta.

Table 7 displays the top MTRs of combined federal and state/provincial PITs for illustrative jurisdictions in each country and for major types of income. For US states with no PIT, the results correspond to the column labelled “federal only.” The illustrative states include relatively low-taxed Michigan, with a top MTR of 4 percent, and high-taxed California, with a top MTR of 9.3 percent. For comparison, the table presents rates for the four most populous Canadian provinces. Of course, the table does not show the pattern of MTRs for individuals who are not in their country’s top tax brackets.

As table 7 shows, the US federal top MTRs on labour income include a payroll tax for Medicare that is applied to all earnings without an upper limit; this adds 1.45 percentage points for employees and 2.9 percentage points for self-employed workers. These figures assume that the payroll tax paid by employers is borne by them rather than shifted to employees. For labour incomes, top total MTRs are roughly comparable between low-taxed US jurisdictions such as Michigan and low-taxed Alberta and also between high-taxed California and mid-taxed Ontario. But top MTRs for

---

**Table 5**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Province</th>
<th>Taxable income threshold ($)</th>
<th>Top MTR (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Newfoundland and Labrador</td>
<td>59,200</td>
<td>19.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prince Edward Island</td>
<td>61,500</td>
<td>18.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nova Scotia</td>
<td>79,500</td>
<td>18.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Brunswick</td>
<td>104,600</td>
<td>17.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quebec</td>
<td>54,200</td>
<td>19.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario</td>
<td>67,300</td>
<td>17.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manitoba</td>
<td>65,000</td>
<td>17.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saskatchewan</td>
<td>100,000</td>
<td>15.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alberta</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Columbia</td>
<td>88,300</td>
<td>14.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


---

**Table 6**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Top MTR (%)</th>
<th>States</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interest/dividends only</td>
<td>New Hampshire, Tennessee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.80–3.99</td>
<td>Illinois, Indiana, Pennsylvania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.00–4.99</td>
<td>Colorado, Connecticut, Maryland, Massachusetts, Virginia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.00–5.99</td>
<td>Alabama, Arizona, Delaware, Missouri, New Jersey, New York, Ohio, West Virginia, Wisconsin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.00–6.99</td>
<td>Arkansas, Georgia, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Missouri, Nebraska, New Mexico, North Dakota, South Carolina, Utah, Wisconsin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.00–7.99</td>
<td>Idaho, Minnesota, Ohio, Oklahoma, South Carolina, Utah, Vermont</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.00–8.99</td>
<td>Hawaii, Iowa, Maine, New Mexico, New York, South Carolina, Vermont, California, Oregon, Rhode Island, Vermont, Washington, Wisconsin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.00+</td>
<td>Montana (12%), North Dakota (12%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

tem, however, such cuts are best targeted on particular income ranges.47 They are most important at upper-middle and relatively high incomes (covering many high-technology, knowledge-based, managerial, entrepreneurial and professional workers) but not at the very highest incomes. They are also important at moderate incomes, where clawbacks of benefit programs compound with PIT rates to yield high total effective MTRs.

Another way of cutting MTRs for particular income ranges is simply to extend the income brackets for existing statutory rates so that more individuals are shifted into a lower MTR.

Further reductions in Canadian federal tax rates would be useful to offset at least partially the provinces’ high PIT rates relative to those of US states. Federally, the US PIT is considerably more progressive than the Canadian tax, largely because of the relatively low income levels at which the Canadian tax hits its upper rates. At the subnational level, Canadian personal taxes are more progressive than US taxes but not by enough to offset the greater progressivity at the federal level in the US and the fact that state taxes are typically small. But the goal of Canadian tax reform is not simply to compete with the lower personal tax burden in the US. Rather, it is primarily to reduce the disincentives and inefficiencies Canadians face as workers,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of income</th>
<th>US</th>
<th>Canada</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Federal only (%)</td>
<td>Federal plus Michigan (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labour income</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment</td>
<td>36.5b</td>
<td>40.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-employment</td>
<td>37.9c</td>
<td>41.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capital income</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest</td>
<td>35.0</td>
<td>39.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dividends</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>19.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short-term capital gains</td>
<td>35.0</td>
<td>39.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long-term capital gains</td>
<td>15.0e</td>
<td>19.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: PriceWaterhouseCoopers LLP, Facts and Figures for Individuals and Corporations (Canada, 2003), www.pw.com/ca; and author’s calculations.

b Ignores itemized deduction of state income tax in federal income tax, which could reduce the effective MTR by up to 1.4% in Michigan and up to 3.3% in California if the filer is not constrained by the high-income limit on certain itemized deductions or the alternative minimum tax.
c Includes Medicare employee payroll tax of 1.45% (as do the state-inclusive figures).
d Dividends received from taxable Canadian corporations, eligible for dividend tax credit (similarly for the province-inclusive figures).
e Assets held more than one year (excludes collectibles and depreciable business assets).
savers, investors and entrepreneurs — and to motivate, attract and retain the most skilled, talented and productive workers.

Table 4b illustrates how Canadian federal PIT rates could be reduced and their income brackets expanded to achieve the desired goals. The bottom-bracket MTR could be left unchanged, but low-income workers would obtain relief by a 25 percent hike in the taxable income threshold. The two middle tax brackets of 22 and 26 percent could each be reduced by 2 percentage points and their brackets considerably widened; the top bracket threshold could be raised by at least 50 percent. Although the 2003 top-bracket threshold of $104,600 is already slated to rise to $113,800 in 2004, this is still very low compared with the US federal tax threshold for the top MTR. A large increase in the top Canadian threshold would bring the incentives of a large drop in MTRs for upper earners (5 percentage points, from the current 29 percent to the new 24 percent rate bracket); it would also send an important signal to productive workers that their talents were welcome in Canada.

The top Canadian federal MTR could be left unchanged, or reduced slightly to 28 percent to match the third-highest rate in the US federal rate schedule. High-income earners would gain the most if the dollar ceiling on contributions to tax-recognized savings were removed and TPSPs were introduced. The economic efficiency gains would be greater from reducing tax rates on savings and capital income than from reducing tax rates on labour earnings, a point that is particularly salient for high earners, who tend to be high savers as well. Saving via TPSPs is equivalent to a zero marginal tax rate on all capital income within the account.

For beneficiaries of the National Child Benefit (NCB) supplement, widening the bottom federal MTR bracket to $40,000 would facilitate relief of the high effective marginal rates they face. At present, total marginal rates, including PIT and benefit clawbacks, can rise above 60 percent for NCB beneficiaries with incomes in the $21,500 to $33,500 range, and recent and planned enrichments to the supplement will only exacerbate the disincentives and inefficiencies such earners face. With a wider tax bracket, the clawback rate could be reduced by starting the benefit phase-out at lower incomes and extending it to higher incomes without crossing into the next tax bracket. Even better would be to curtail NCB supplements and redirect the saved resources to in-kind benefits for children with special needs not targeted by family income.

More generally, federal and provincial programs have used the personal tax system to deliver a range of cash and in-kind benefits, raising effective MTRs for many taxpayers at moderate to middle incomes. This practice worsens incentives for training, promotion and work, and it should be curtailed in future tax and transfer policies. Better ways need to be found to structure the benefits of such programs — particularly to link them to positive behaviour by individuals in the form of, for example, labour force participation and savings, rather than dependency.

One might ask whether there is any good policy reason for Canada to follow the US federal tax rate cuts on capital gains and dividends. As table 7 shows, Canada’s top tax rates are already competitive on long-term gains and much lower than comparable US rates on short-term gains. Moreover, by avoiding distinctions based on asset-holding periods, the Canadian tax obviates the complexities of tax planning and avoidance that arise in the US. With respect to the tax rates on dividends from Canadian corporations, the dividend tax credit acts to reduce effective rates below those on interest and labour incomes.

However, when the tax inclusion rate for capital gains was cut from 75 percent to 50 percent in 2000, no parallel adjustment was made in the dividend tax credit, which left an imbalance between effective tax rates on corporate dividends and retained earnings. This imbalance should be corrected by enhancing the dividend tax credit. This move would be justified on the basis of domestic tax policy alone, but it would also bring top effective tax rates on dividends in Canada much closer to US rates.

Rather than attempting to undercut US tax rates on all capital gains and dividends, a more effective policy for Canada would be to pursue greatly increased access to tax-recognized savings accounts, particularly TPSPs. The effective personal tax rate on returns to assets held in these accounts is zero, but tying the contribution limits to labour earnings would avoid large windfall gains to holders of wealth outside registered plans prior to the change. This method would focus the tax incentives effectively on incremental savings and prevent massive tax reductions for the very wealthy.

Since labour is more mobile within Canada than across the border with the US, one would expect the provinces to exercise less PIT rate progressivity than does the federal government. Indeed, a province that pursued greater progressivity than Ottawa would tend to push up the gross wages of its skilled
workers to compensate for their higher taxes, thus driving out businesses that employ high-skilled workers. Before 2000, all the provinces (except Quebec) were restricted from pursuing flatter rate schedules by the operation of the federal-provincial tax collection agreement. With the shift to a tax-on-income system in 2001, the provinces were unleashed from the federal rate schedule and can now choose any degree of rate progressivity they like. Several provinces have exploited this new flexibility. Alberta has gone so far as to introduce a flat rate tax, albeit one that applies above a much higher taxable income threshold that actually raises the effective progressivity of average tax rates over low to middle incomes. Saskatchewan has also pursued rate flattening.53 British Columbia cut personal taxes considerably in 2001, but the cuts were roughly proportionate across-the-board, leaving progressivity little changed and higher than that of the federal rate schedule — although the province did significantly reduce its top MTRs.

Interestingly, Ontario and Quebec have departed from the predicted outcome of decreased personal tax progressivity. Quebec has increased the progressive tilt of its rates and is likely to do so further as it cuts personal taxes sharply in future years. This might be explained by the lesser mobility of Quebecers, especially francophones, in response to higher progressivity; it may also reflect a greater preference by Quebecers for redistributive policies. In Ontario, a surtax makes the province’s tax much more progressive than the federal tax, which might be explained by the high gross wages paid for top skills in Toronto, the nation’s pre-eminent business centre. The Ontario surtax may be capturing economic rents of the top earners without causing them to leave for other provinces where their net earnings would be lower even with lower tax rates.

Regardless of whether the predicted economic tendencies play out in further flattening of provincial PIT rate schedules, some changes would be desirable. To achieve more competitive overall tax rates for the most skilled workers, further reductions in upper MTRs would be helpful. This issue is most acute for the Atlantic provinces and Quebec but also applies to Ontario’s PIT surtax. An ultimate goal for top MTRs in all provinces should be no higher than 15 percent — near the current top rates in British Columbia and Saskatchewan. Moreover, the provinces should move the income thresholds for the application of their top rates toward the much higher threshold applied for the federal PIT, and they should follow any future increases in the federal threshold. This change would further improve the Canadian PIT climate for highly skilled workers and specialized talents. In the event that many provinces pursue much flatter PIT rate schedules, the appropriate response to maintain vertical equity would be to steepen the rate schedule of the federal tax.

Yet there are limits on the progressivity of the federal personal tax rate structure, too. Although labour mobility is typically much greater interprovincially than internationally for Canada, this may not be true for some of the most skilled and highest-paying occupations. The relevant point of comparison and potential relocation for some workers may not be elsewhere in Canada but, rather, in the US. An investment banker is more likely to move from Toronto to New York than to Calgary, a neurosurgeon from Vancouver to Los Angeles than to Montreal. Overall, though, the federal government is better suited than the provinces to exercise taxation’s redistributive function.

Payroll Taxes

The premiums levied to finance social insurance programs can carry tax-like distortions, depending on how they are structured. Although they are denoted “premiums,” they are mandatory levies and hence similar to taxes. They are applied mainly to an economically efficient base of labour income; to the extent that premiums are applied to the net income of unincorporated self-employed workers, they may also strike some capital incomes. Moreover, such premiums can be structured as a kind of user charge for the associated program’s benefits. If there is a tight linkage between taxes and benefits — in an ex ante sense of “expected” benefits — then the tax distortions of labour market decisions are attenuated. To the extent that the premiums individual workers and their employers pay are disconnected from their prospective benefit entitlements, they become a distorting general payroll tax (see Kesselman 1996, 1997).

Canada and the US differ sharply both in the rate of premiums they levy for social security and in their distorting effects.54 As table 8 shows, CPP premiums have a total rate (split evenly between an employer levy and a worker levy) of 9.9 percent, while the total rate for US Social Security, including Medicare, is more than half again as high at 15.3 percent. Even more dramatic is the difference in the amount of annual earnings per worker...
ties that will necessitate major program adjustments. If those adjustments are made primarily through financing rather than through curtailing benefits, US premium rates could rise further, making Canadian premium rates look even more favourable. (By contrast, the social security systems of European Union countries commonly have total premium rates in the range of 30 to 50 percent.) Of course, Canada does remain exposed to some unfunded future liabilities through its general revenue financing of OAS and medicare programs.

Much of the Canadian federal government’s success in generating budgetary surpluses in recent years can be attributed to the large excess of EI premiums over program costs. Each of the numerous EI premium rate cuts over the past 10 years has been quite small; cumulatively, they have been insufficient to bring revenues down to the declining costs of benefits. The 2003 federal budget announced that “[T]he Government will consult on a new EI rate-setting regime for 2005 and beyond, based on the principles of transparency and of balancing premium revenues with expected program costs” (Canada 2003a, 26).

Not only are the maximum premiums four to five times higher in the US, they also act more like a distorting general payroll tax. In Canada, there is a relatively tight linkage between total CPP premiums paid over a worker’s lifetime and his or her benefit entitlements in retirement. In contrast, benefits in the US system have a strongly redistributive tilt, so that US workers with higher lifetime labour earnings get a poor return on their premiums. Canada does provide substantial income redistribution for retirees with low lifetime earnings, and therefore low CPP benefits, but it achieves this through universal payments of fixed amounts under the Old Age Security (OAS) program. The financing of OAS through general revenues rather than through CPP premiums means that the tax distortions are found elsewhere in the Canadian revenue system.

An important point from this comparison is that, because of its sharply lower payroll taxes, Canada can remain competitive with the US even with significantly heavier burdens from other kinds of taxes. Given that the largest differential in premiums between the two countries arises at upper-middle incomes, Canada could impose heavier personal taxes in the range of $50,000 to $120,000. So long as the Canadian personal tax base is reformed toward consumption and labour-income bases, the total distortions of the Canadian system could still be less than those of the US system. Since US Medicare premiums, including both the employer and employee shares, add 2.9 percentage points to the taxes on labour incomes at the highest incomes, the top US federal MTR on labour income is 37.9 percent, nearly 9 percentage points above the current Canadian top federal MTR.

Yet another aspect of the comparative positions of social security systems favours Canada over the US. Canada has now completed a multiyear increase in CPP premium rates designed to ensure the future financial viability of the program by building up substantial reserves against future benefit liabilities. The US Social Security and Medicare systems, in contrast, are widely agreed to have massive unfunded liabilities that will necessitate major program adjustments.

subject to the premiums. In 2003 in Canada, CPP premiums are levied only on a worker’s annual earnings up to $39,900 with an exemption for the first $3,500; in the US, the levies have no exemption and apply up to annual earnings of US$87,000, which equates to $114,500 at a recent market exchange rate or $103,600 at the PPP exchange rate. Thus, total maximum annual premiums are $3,600 in Canada and US$13,300 in the US (equivalent to $17,500 or $15,800, depending on the exchange rate used).

Table 8

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Premium rates</th>
<th>Canada Pension Plan</th>
<th>US Social Security including Medicarea</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Employee rate</td>
<td>4.95</td>
<td>7.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employer rate</td>
<td>4.95</td>
<td>7.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total rate</td>
<td>9.90</td>
<td>15.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Taxable earnings</th>
<th>Canada</th>
<th>US$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Floor</td>
<td>3,500</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ceiling</td>
<td>39,900</td>
<td>87,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>36,400</td>
<td>87,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(C$114,500 @ C$/US$ = 0.76) (C$103,600 @ C$/US$ = 0.84)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Maximum annual premiums</th>
<th>Canada</th>
<th>US$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3,600</td>
<td>13,300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(C$17,500 @ C$/US$ = 0.76) (C$15,800 @ C$/US$ = 0.84)

Source: Canada Customs and Revenue Agency and US Internal Revenue Service.

Note: All figures have been rounded to the nearest $100.
a These figures include the premiums for Social Security (6.2% on employer and employee for a total 12.4%) and Medicare (1.45% on employer and employee for a total 2.9%). The latter is applied to all labour earnings with no ceiling, so that the levy rises beyond the tabulated “maximum annual premiums” for US workers with earnings above US$87,000.
b This total rate applies to both workers and the self-employed, assuming that the employer’s share is shifted into lower employee compensation.
Yet, there was no mention of whether the EI program’s cumulative surplus would be counted in this future “balancing” act or, more likely, simply be swallowed by the federal treasury in a one-time accounting change since the funds actually ended up as part of federal general revenues.

One consequence of these large EI surpluses is to tilt the overall revenue system further toward labour income. Although this might be viewed as a positive move toward promoting Canadian competitiveness, there are good reasons to reduce EI premiums to self-financing rates and to collect any lost revenues elsewhere in the tax system. Growing surpluses in the EI account are an open invitation to increase program spending through new and expanded benefits. Such benefits, however, should be carefully assessed on their merits, not pursued simply because funds are at hand. Moreover, the use of EI premiums to collect what amounts to a labour income tax provides an inefficient bias toward self-employment, a regressive tilt because of the ceiling on taxable earnings, and a disincentive to hiring, particularly lower-skilled workers.

In addition to being reduced, EI premiums should be experience rated, as Kesselman (1983, chap 9); Canada (1998, 8.7–8.11); and Poschmann and Robson (2001), among others, have suggested. Experience rating makes premiums like a user charge, whereby the rate for each employer reflects its own record of generating the usage of program benefits through layoffs. This change would provide incentives for employers to find ways to stabilize their labour demand — such as inventory policies, adjusted work hours and complementary seasonal lines of activity — thereby reducing their layoffs. The US unemployment insurance system has used experience rating for decades, and it has been found to reduce rates of benefit claim and unemployment. In Canada, regional and industry opposition to such a reform undoubtedly would arise from affected sectors (principally construction and resource industries), but political resolve will be required in order to improve the country’s competitiveness.

As an interim step to experience rating, the EI premiums of employers could be set on an industry-rated basis. This would be administratively simpler and could mute opposition from groups concerned about a tightening of EI benefits for voluntary departures. It would also follow the practice of some provincial workers’ compensation programs that use a mix of premium rating by employer and by industry. Industry rating of premiums would improve efficiency by allocating program costs to those industries and products generating the most layoffs. It would also remove the EI program’s cross-industry subsidies, which retard the growth of high value-added and knowledge-based sectors. It would not, however, achieve the additional gains of inducing individual employers to stabilize their employment.

Another useful element of a redesigned tax system for Canada might be a general payroll tax (GPT). In principle, the best way of taxing labour income is through the personal tax, since it already exists and any desired exemptions and rate progressivity can be applied through it. However, since many Canadians may perceive that personal taxes are already too high, both domestically and in comparison with those in the US, the use of a payroll tax could be a more acceptable alternative to raising personal taxes. Indeed, the US makes heavy use of payroll taxes, such as its 2.9 percent flat levy for Medicare, and many EU countries apply payroll taxes at high rates to compensate for their lighter relative use of personal taxes. A Canadian federal GPT could generate the revenues to facilitate other desirable tax changes and rate cuts described in this paper. At a rate of just 2.5 percent, a Canadian tax could raise more than $15 billion per year. Labelled or earmarked for a popular national purpose, such as health care, the new tax might gain public acceptance.

The formulation of a GPT would have to address a variety of issues (see Kesselman 1997, chaps 4–7). A key choice would be whether to structure the tax as one on employers, on employees, or on both. A tax solely on employers could be operated as a tax on aggregate payrolls but would be deductible in their business taxes, and therefore would require a higher GPT rate than a tax on employees to collect a given amount of net revenues. A tax on employers, moreover, would arouse less public resistance, but it would also reduce accountability relative to a tax on employees. In addition, a tax solely on employers might run afoul of constitutional bars on Ottawa’s taxing provincial governments. To be economically neutral, the base for a GPT should encompass fringe benefits, employer pension contributions and self-employment earnings. A base exemption for taxable annual earnings per worker or an enrichment of refundable tax credits would also be needed to insulate the lowest earners from the impact of the tax.

If a GPT were instituted for other fiscal purposes, it would be desirable to reform the financing of the CPP. Part of the premiums (though a declining share over time) is needed to pay for benefits received by earlier retirees under the plan, who paid premiums that were
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well short of the cost of their benefits. This portion of the CPP’s cost is financed, along with the rest of the program, by premiums that fall on earnings of up to $39,900 per year. To spread this burden to all earnings levels, the program’s financing could be shifted to a GPT with no taxable ceiling (like US Medicare premiums). Such an approach would reduce the regressive impact of CPP premiums, tighten the linkage between premiums and benefit entitlements and open the potential of innovative options for workers to invest their CPP funds.

Taxes on Goods and Services

Indirect taxes on goods and services would pose the most challenging fiscal issue for Canada if it sought to form a customs union with the US or simply to reduce border costs. The essence of a customs union is that countries agree to adopt a common set of customs duties with the external world and to eliminate all duties and nontariff barriers to trade with each other. This allows the elimination of border controls on the movement of goods and the contracting for services. Depending on other arrangements between the countries, such as whether they had also formed a North American security perimeter, the customs union could allow for unimpeded crossing of the border. The two countries might still wish to maintain some checks on immigration across the border, but, other than for security reasons, there would no longer be a need to check for goods, either carried by private individuals or contained in commercial shipments. Short of a customs union, even incremental steps toward the freer movement of goods across the border would entail some relaxation of border controls.

The reason this poses a challenge for Canadian tax policy is that this country relies much more heavily on broadly based taxes on goods and services than does the US (as table 1 shows). At the subnational level, the two countries are roughly comparable in their reliance on indirect consumption taxes, but at the national level, Canada applies a broadly based indirect tax on consumption in the form of the GST. A gap of this magnitude — 7 percent of the total tax mix and almost 3 percent of GDP — would create major incentives for cross-border shopping by Canadians as well as telephone, mail-order and Internet purchases of goods from the US for delivery in Canada. Since most Canadians reside relatively close to the border and since shipping costs are small relative to the tax savings on many higher-value consumer goods, this differential would not be sustainable. In short, in contemplating a customs union with the US or simply a much freer border, Canada would have to find a way to replace either the federal or the subnational sales tax with another source of comparable revenues.

In this section, I consider how Canada could replace its GST with another form of revenue that would be collected more directly and would not be open to evasion through cross-border purchases. I also consider the alternative, and perhaps preferable, policy of the provinces’ replacing their sales taxes with a more direct revenue source. In either case, the revenue of an indirect tax should be replaced with another tax that also employs an economically efficient consumption-type base. In addition, I examine ways to improve the federal and provincial sales taxes that fall short of transforming or replacing them.

Federal Sales Tax

If the GST were abolished, one way to replace its lost revenues would be to make the direct personal tax more consumption based, as suggested above, and then simply raise personal tax rates across the board. Such an approach would, however, entail some difficulties. First, to maintain existing total revenues, federal MTRs would have to be raised across the board by about 35 percent of existing rates. The high visibility of personal tax rates would make such a sharp rise politically thorny, and it might also be viewed as making Canadian personal tax rates uncompetitive relative to those of the US. In addition, the personal tax would retain elements of an income base for wealthy individuals, and higher MTRs would exacerbate the economic distortions of their savings, investment and business behaviour.

The two principal candidates for replacing the GST would be the business transfer tax (BTT) and the direct consumption tax (DCT); both were contenders when the federal government reviewed GST alternatives in 1994. In contrast to the destination-type GST, which is collected by the jurisdiction in which the good or service is consumed, both the BTT and DCT are origin-type taxes. That is, the tax is collected not on each transaction, but on the costs of production (in the case of the BTT) or on the sources to finance consumption (in the case of the DCT). Therefore, both these alternative taxes could be applied even with a border that was open to the movement of consumer goods.
Moving from a destination-type to an origin-type tax would not affect the competitiveness of Canadian business because the exchange rate would adjust to compensate in much the same way as described earlier for differential tax levels.65

Both the BTT and the DCT would apply to the full range of consumption goods and services and would not allow for any exemptions, which would be more economically efficient than the GST. And because the base of either tax would be wider than that of the GST, the rate could be lower — a 3 percent DCT could replace the revenues of the 7 percent GST (Kesselman 1997, 329). The BTT could operate as a simple adjunct to corporate and unincorporated business income taxes — its base would be cash flow plus total compensation to labour — while the DCT could operate as an adjunct to personal and payroll taxes in the form of an employee payroll tax plus a cash flow tax on business. The BTT would be somewhat simpler to operate than the DCT, but it would also be a hidden tax for consumers, making the DCT preferable if one desires taxes to be visible for purposes of political accountability. In terms of the competitiveness of the Canadian tax system, the DCT’s new employee payroll tax component would be counterbalanced by the US’s higher rates of payroll tax on workers.

The DCT would clearly thwart tax evasion on cross-border purchases because tax would be collected from a payroll tax on employee earnings and a cash flow tax on business. In effect, the tax would be prepaid, whether the net amounts were spent domestically, spent abroad or saved for future consumption. It is perhaps less apparent how the BTT would foil cross-border tax evasion. Prices of all consumer goods and services would rise in Canada to reflect the origin-type tax, but what about Canadians' purchases abroad? In fact, because the shift to an origin-type tax would cause the Canadian dollar to depreciate, purchases made abroad out of Canadian-source earnings would also become proportionately costlier, thus removing the incentive for cross-border shopping.

If, instead, the federal GST were retained and provincial indirect taxes removed or reformed, the tax could still be improved in several ways:

- The land component of building purchase prices should be removed from the tax base, as it is neither newly created output nor value added. This change would reduce the tax burden on buyers in cities where housing prices are high on account of land prices, thus encouraging denser development.66
- The tax should be removed from snack foods, baked goods and other nonrestaurant food items. Distinctions between, for example, salted and unsalted peanuts and between two cookies and half a dozen are not only arbitrary but silly, and they tarnish the tax’s public image.
- Full rebates could be given for GST paid on purchases by entities in the MUSH sector (municipalities, universities, schools and hospitals) to eliminate the current inefficient bias toward in-house labour services versus contracted-out services.67
- The application of GST to employee fringe benefits, especially cars, should be greatly simplified or eliminated.
- The small trader exemption of $30,000 of annual sales, below which firms are not required to register for or collect GST, should be substantially increased to $75,000 or $100,000, in line with the levels typically found in other countries’ value-added taxes. This would exclude from the GST most self-employed workers without employees, including most in the home repair and maintenance sector, where tax evasion is widespread. A higher exemption would also reduce the high compliance costs small businesses face.68

Provincial Sales Taxes

Provincial retail sales taxes are likely better candidates for replacement than the GST if Canada wished to free up the border or pursue a customs union with the US, for several reasons. First, the provincial taxes bear heavily on business inputs (about 35 percent of the tax revenues), thus penalizing production efficiency and investment incentives. Second, they have a narrower base than does the federal GST, although some provinces have extended the coverage of services; broadening the base would improve efficiency and horizontal equity for consumers. Third, eliminating the provincial taxes would reduce the burden on business of having to deal with two levels of sales taxes with differing taxable bases and operating procedures.

As with the federal GST, the main alternatives for the provincial retail taxes are a BTT and a DCT. The direct consumption tax would be more appealing if governmental accountability through tax visibility is a priority, since most revenues of a DCT would stem from an employee payroll tax. But there are reasons to expect that the provinces would opt for the business transfer tax format, since governments tend to prefer reduced tax visibility — indeed, most provinces have resisted harmonizing with the federal GST in part out of fear of
adverse public reaction. Moreover, a BTT could be operated as a straightforward adjunct to provincial corporate and personal income taxes. The Canada Customs and Revenue Agency might agree to collect the BTT for participating provinces if they could settle on a uniform base and structure for the tax.

Although both are forms of value-added taxes, a BTT differs from the GST in being an origin-type rather than a destination-type tax, which means that the tax would be paid on exports but not on imports. If the GST were replaced at the national level by a BTT, this change would induce an exchange-rate adjustment to restore trade competitiveness, with the tax newly built into export prices. For any single province, which has no exchange rate to mediate changes in its taxation regime, the shift to a BTT might be expected to reduce competitiveness — unless all the other provinces also changed regimes. Yet, at present, the one-third of retail sales taxes borne by business is already built into the prices of goods and services sold to out-of-province and foreign customers. Hence, any competitive disadvantage for that province would be limited.

The use of a BTT by the provinces would raise a number of practical implementation issues, including the method for allocating tax across provinces for firms operating in more than one and whether the BTT should be deductible from business income taxes at the federal and provincial levels. Solutions to such issues should follow from negotiation among the governments. Because of its simple operation and economic efficiency, a provincial BTT would also offer a convenient vehicle for replacing or reducing some other provincial taxes. Leading candidates include the corporate income tax, provincial payroll taxes and part of the nonresidential property tax (as discussed later in this paper). A BTT might also be offered as a base for municipalities to impose an add-on to the provincial tax rate.

Quebec, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia and Newfoundland and Labrador have harmonized their sales taxes with the federal GST. In doing so, they have already eliminated most of the problems of the remaining provincial retail sales taxes. If Canada freed up the border or formed a customs union with the US, these “harmonized” provinces would nevertheless face pressure to convert their sales taxes from the GST format to a BTT suggested for the other provinces. Otherwise, their high total rates of sales tax on purchases relative to those in the rest of Canada and in US states might induce unacceptable levels of cross-border shopping, smuggling and tax avoidance. If all provinces (other than Alberta, which does not have a sales tax) converted their sales taxes to a BTT, the exchange rate would adjust to offset any competitive penalty of shifting to an origin-type tax. Conversely, if Canada were willing to foreclose future moves toward a freer border or a customs union, harmonizing sales taxes with the GST could be an economically attractive option for the provinces that have not already done so.

Developments in the US might reduce the pressure on Canada to curtail its reliance on indirect sales taxes. In 1992, the US Supreme Court ruled that retailers selling for delivery to customers in another state did not have to collect the sales tax of the destination state unless the vendor had a “physical presence” (such as a warehouse or retail outlet) in that state. As a result, most mail-order and e-commerce vendors do not collect sales tax on their out-of-state sales (including sales to Canadian customers). In addition to the 45 states that impose a retail sales tax, US cities and counties also may have a sales tax, with the result that there are about 7,500 distinct sales tax jurisdictions in the US. Within a given state, the sales tax can vary by location with respect not only to the total rate but also to the taxable base. The US Supreme Court cited this complexity in ruling that the states had to simplify their sales tax laws before requiring out-of-state vendors to collect and remit taxes. In response, in 2002 the US National Governors Association approved an agreement called the Streamlined Sales Tax Project (SSTP), which requires participating states to simplify tax computation for out-of-state vendors. Full implementation of the SSTP by US states would facilitate Canadian governments’ collection of their sales taxes from US vendors on items for delivery to Canada, but the existing Canada-US gap in sales tax rates would still leave a big incentive for cross-border shopping by Canadians.

If the provinces choose not to shift to the GST or BTT format, they should still reduce the inefficient coverage of business inputs in their sales taxes. In fact, over the past decade, some provinces have expanded the coverage of their retail sales taxes in ways that have aggravated this problem. Although the single-stage method of applying the retail sales tax makes it inherently difficult to distinguish between business and final sales, steps could still be taken to remove the tax from such business inputs as legal services, office equipment and supplies, motor fuels and machinery, though it might require rebate provisions in some
cases. For the building of business and industrial structures, provinces could rebate the sales tax paid on the materials component, and they could extend their sales taxes to include the construction of residential properties. Provinces could also expand coverage to consumer items such as home heating fuels, local telephone and basic cable television.73

Excise Taxes

At the federal level, excise taxes represent a comparable share of total tax revenues in Canada and the US and are only about one-sixth larger in Canada as a percentage of GDP. Hence, differences in federal excises are not likely to present a problem for Canada if the two countries pursued a customs union or a relaxed border with respect to trade. At the subnational level, though, excises as a percent of total tax revenues are about one-third larger in Canada than in the US, and relative to GDP they are about 60 percent larger in Canada (equivalent to an extra 1 percentage point of GDP). That differential might pose constraints on provincial tax policy.

Although excise tax rates differ considerably across provinces and states, excise revenues in both countries derive almost entirely from the same three goods: gasoline, alcohol and tobacco products. Accordingly, some unique attributes of these products and how their taxes are applied need to be considered. Also, one must distinguish among three types of cross-jurisdictional purchases: individual purchases taken home for consumption, individual orders by Web or phone delivered by mail or courier and legal commercial transactions by firms for resale. The further opening of the border would not affect the need for ongoing enforcement of taxes with respect to commercial transactions, nor would it present any new issues at the policy level. However, with less scrutiny at the border, commercial-scale smuggling would become more attractive.

Alcohol and tobacco products offer large tax savings relative to the costs and ease of moving them to lower-taxed states or provinces. Hence, they are subject to severe restrictions on purchases by individuals transporting or shipping them to consume at home. In the US, the Jenkins Act requires firms shipping cigarettes to out-of-state customers to notify the tax department of the purchaser’s home state to help it to collect excise taxes.74 As for alcohol, the US constitution prohibits the cross-state movement of liquor (both commercial and private) except under policies set by each state. These policies are complex and vary by state: 13 have entered “reciprocity” agreements that allow the interstate shipment of wine without the need to pay excise taxes to the destination state; the other states have more restrictive terms that require payment of excises or that prohibit retail shipments entirely. Similarly, in Canada, the provinces require payment of excises in the destination province for shipments of liquor, while interprovincial mail-order sales of cigarettes have been outlawed since 1996.

Canadian federal and provincial excises on alcohol and tobacco products have already been constrained by cross-border smuggling.75 Such activity reached its peak in early 1994, when an estimated 40 percent of all cigarette sales in Canada were contraband smuggled from the US (but mostly manufactured in Canada). Sharp, coordinated cuts in cigarette excises by the federal and Quebec governments, followed by Ontario and most of the Atlantic provinces, put Canadian rates much more in line with US rates. The western provinces and Newfoundland and Labrador have not followed these cuts, likely because pressure from cross-country smuggling has been controlled by spot checks of vehicles and truck weigh stations. Similar controls might also be effective even with a more open border, although one might expect downward pressure on alcohol and tobacco excises in provinces with large populations near the US border.

Gasoline offers contrasting characteristics for excise taxation, because it is not economical or safe for individuals to transport much gas beyond that in their vehicle’s tank. Thus, no province or state attempts to enforce the payment of its excise taxes on gas brought into the jurisdiction in personal vehicles. Moreover, individuals returning to Canada with a full tank in their car are not subject to Canadian taxes, and customs officials do not even inquire. Clearly, gasoline is not a product that the consumer can order by phone or Internet for delivery in another jurisdiction. As a result of these physical limits on the movement of gas, one can contemplate higher excise tax rates since they are constrained only by personal cross-border purchases.

Much higher rates of excise tax on gasoline — at the federal or provincial level — would be an economically attractive way to replace revenues lost when other taxes are reduced. It is efficient to place high tax rates on items such as gasoline that have demands that are relatively unresponsive to price. This change would also give consumers an incentive to conserve by shifting to smaller, more fuel-efficient vehicles; to move closer to their workplaces, to carpool and to use public transit; and to drive less, thereby reducing traffic con-
benefit from corporate taxes that might otherwise flow into foreign treasuries. But, in an increasingly capital-mobile world, Canada must be able to compete for capital with source countries that have significantly lower business taxes.

Second, it is essential to distinguish between two types of business tax rates. One is the statutory rate of tax on corporate profits from both federal and provincial income taxes plus the income-tax equivalent burden of capital taxes. This total statutory rate affects firms' incentive to shift their accounting profits into or out of Canada through devices such as transfer pricing on intrafirm transactions, and where they situate their debt financing — whether domestically or with a foreign affiliate or parent (see, for example, Clauosing 2003; Bartelsman and Beetsma 2003). The other key business tax rate is the effective tax rate (ETR) on capital investment, which reflects the impact of all business taxes on the returns to incremental investment (see Chen 2000). The ETR is affected both by statutory rates and by tax provisions such as depreciation rates and inventory accounting methods; it is a critical factor in incentives for investment in any industry or country.

Business Taxes

Taxes on business are of disproportionate importance, relative to their revenues, for the tax strategy of an aspiring Northern Tiger. These taxes consist of corporate income taxes and corporate capital taxes, as well as sales, excise and property taxes that impinge on businesses. Taxes on capital income and business capital carry among the highest efficiency costs per dollar of revenue generated of any taxes. Hence, significant opportunities for increased growth of investment, productivity, employment and real wages could be secured through appropriate reform of business taxation. In this section, I first consider business taxes on large corporations; I then turn to special issues that arise for business taxation at the provincial level and for smaller businesses.

Before focusing on specific types of business tax policies, a summary of the basic economic findings on corporate and business taxes is useful. First, the high international mobility of capital, especially for a relatively small economy such as Canada's, means that the burden of heavy business taxes falls more on domestic investment than on domestic shareholders, and foreign shareholders are even further insulated from the tax. To some extent, the operation of foreign tax credits means that the Canadian treasury can benefit from corporate taxes that might otherwise flow into foreign treasuries. But, in an increasingly capital-mobile world, Canada must be able to compete for capital with source countries that have significantly lower business taxes.

Second, it is essential to distinguish between two types of business tax rates. One is the statutory rate of tax on corporate profits from both federal and provincial income taxes plus the income-tax equivalent burden of capital taxes. This total statutory rate affects firms' incentive to shift their accounting profits into or out of Canada through devices such as transfer pricing on intrafirm transactions, and where they situate their debt financing — whether domestically or with a foreign affiliate or parent (see, for example, Clauosing 2003; Bartelsman and Beetsma 2003). The other key business tax rate is the effective tax rate (ETR) on capital investment, which reflects the impact of all business taxes on the returns to incremental investment (see Chen 2000). The ETR is affected both by statutory rates and by tax provisions such as depreciation rates and inventory accounting methods; it is a critical factor in incentives for investment in any industry or country.

Business Taxes on Large Corporations

The 1998 Report of the Technical Committee on Business Taxation (Canada 1998), known as the Mintz report after the committee's chairman, Jack M. Mintz, remains the most systematic and sagacious roadmap for reform of Canadian business taxes, particularly at the federal level. Although the committee's mandate was to suggest business tax reforms that would maintain total tax revenues from business, fiscal conditions since the report was released have permitted tax revenues from business to be reduced. Further business tax cuts and reforms should be a priority area for “spending” part of the federal budget surplus.

Among the report's most important recommendations were that the corporate tax rate be levelled across business sectors, that the total rate for larger corporations be reduced to around 33 percent (20 percent federal rate plus a typical provincial rate of 13 percent) and that the federal corporate surtax be removed. Policies either announced or already implemented have gone some distance toward meeting these goals. Ottawa has delivered in full on levelling tax rates across sectors: in 2004, the federal general corporate tax rate will be reduced to 21 percent for all sectors except resources, which will reach that figure in 2008. A federal surtax rate of 1.12 percent remains for large
corporations; this surtax should be eliminated, as it was originally introduced to combat the deficit.

Progress on reducing tax rates for large corporations has been more uneven at the provincial level. Quebec’s 9.3 percent rate and Alberta’s targeted 8 percent rate will put their total general corporate income tax rates into the 30 to 31.5 percent range — even lower than that advocated in the Mintz report. However, the new Liberal government in Ontario has reversed course on large corporate tax rate reductions and raised its rate from 12.5 percent in 2003 to 14 percent for 2004. Ontario would be wise to renew its earlier commitment to reduce its corporate tax rate to 8 percent, and the other provinces should follow suit.

Total tax rates on corporations have been further reduced by recent cuts to corporate capital taxes at both the federal and provincial levels, and those rates will fall still further with impending cuts. According to official calculations, capital taxes on nonfinancial corporations added 3.6 percentage points to the effective corporate income tax rate in 2000 (Canada 2000, 159). Alberta, Newfoundland and Labrador and Prince Edward Island have never had a capital tax, while British Columbia abolished its capital tax in 2002. However, Quebec is delaying, and Ontario is perhaps shelving, earlier commitments to phase out or reduce capital taxes for nonfinancial corporations; accordingly, this item should be a high priority for action as soon as the fiscal resources of those two provinces permit. Capital taxes on financial corporations by both levels of government also warrant reducing or eliminating.

Another of the Mintz report’s recommendations was to trim capital cost allowances (CCAs) to rates that more closely approximate true economic depreciation rates, with a view to introducing greater neutrality across types of capital assets and providing an expanded tax base with which to finance corporate tax rate reductions. This proposal, however, was made in the context of the committee’s mandate to maintain total tax revenues and warrants review now that the federal fiscal situation is far rosier than when the committee deliberated in 1996 and 1997. Moreover, subsequent changes to rates of capital write-offs in the US tax make it imperative to revisit this issue. Notably, the 2003 US tax package increased first-year “bonus” depreciation deductions from 30 percent to 50 percent for investments made prior to 2005; for small business, it raised the amount of investment that can be immediately deducted from US$25,000 to US$100,000.

The corporate tax rate cuts already planned by both levels of government will bring statutory rates in Canada below most US rates, but will still leave them above those of some other countries. Significantly, planned rate cuts will leave the ETR on corporate investment in Canada well above that on most sectors in the US (Chen and Mintz 2003) and in such countries as Ireland, Sweden, the UK and Italy (Wilson 2003). The ETR is particularly important for investment incentives, and the provisions for capital expensing and “bonus” depreciation in the US have a big impact on it.

Given the improved fiscal outlook, Canada should pursue a more ambitious corporate tax strategy than the Mintz report recommended. Two alternative directions warrant careful study followed by policy action. First, further cuts could be made to the statutory rates of corporate income tax to bring Canadian rates not only below US rates but also closer to rates that other countries have successfully pursued. The shining example of this scenario is Ireland, whose stunning rate of economic growth since the 1980s has been explained, in part, by its very low corporate tax rates. Canada would not need tax rates as low as Ireland’s to become the preferred location for businesses wishing to serve the North American market; in any case, it is doubtful whether Canada could pursue such low rates without some repercussions from the US, just as the EU has pressured Ireland to raise its rates.

The second approach would be to move Canadian corporate taxes from an income base toward a cash flow base. A cash flow tax would be the most economically efficient way to tax business, as it would remove the normal rate of return to capital from the tax base, and the ETR would become zero (apart from the impact of other taxes on investment such as sales and property taxes). Business taxes would then be collected only on “economic” or “supernormal” profits. With a cash flow base, all capital purchases would be fully expensed, thus eliminating all problems in measuring tax depreciation. Since the capital cost would be fully recognized for tax at the time of purchase, no deductions would be allowed for interest costs. Such a change would yield a balanced tax treatment of the debt and equity costs of corporate finance.

Of course, using a cash flow base would reduce total revenues from the corporate tax unless higher statutory rates were applied. One would thus have to examine whether the gains in economic activity and productivity — which would yield at least partially offsetting revenues from other taxes — could justify the switch to a cash flow base. Key issues in such a reform are whether other countries would allow foreign tax credits with respect to a
corporate tax of this format and what transitional provi-
sions would be needed for businesses with large out-
standing debt and interest costs when the new base was
implemented. Even if a cash flow base were not adopted
for corporations, it might be allowed for smaller unincor-
porated businesses, both to simplify their accounting and
to give them some tax relief without incorporating.86

An intermediate strategy between significant rate
cuts in the corporate tax and moving to a cash flow
base would be to combine further modest cuts in the
general corporate tax rate with aggressive changes to
accelerate capital cost allowances. Accelerated CCAs
would fall short of full expensing, and some of the
transition problems of a full cash flow tax could be
avoided. One potential hazard of this approach, how-
ever, is that biases might be introduced between
short- and long-lived capital and across capital types
such as machinery and equipment, structures and
inventories. In addition, such an approach would not
eliminate the deductibility of corporate financing
costs, as under a cash flow tax, so variants with lim-
ited interest deductibility would be worth exploring.87

There are economic reasons for preferring a tilt
toward cash flow taxation or some form of accelerated
CCA to further sharp cuts in statutory rates of federal
corporate tax. So long as total statutory rates in
Canada are below those in the US, they limit incentives
for corporations to engage in transfer pricing and
income shifting, although some such incentives would
remain vis-à-vis other countries. A cut in the corporate
income tax rate would reduce the tax on the return to
all capital — both “old” or pre-existing capital and
capital newly created after the tax cut. The revenue
cost of this cut, therefore, would be relatively large and
dispersed. In contrast, increasing CCA rates only on
newly created capital would focus the revenue cost on
incremental investment. This goal could be achieved
through an investment tax credit or by adopting the
US method of “bonus” depreciation, which applies
only to new investments in their first year.

Two other recommendations of the Mintz report war-
rant brief comment here. First, the report suggested that
a new corporate distributions tax would be a better way
to deal with the double taxation of dividends and at less
revenue cost than the existing dividend tax credit. This
approach might be superior to adjusting the dividend tax
credit for neutrality of corporate distributions. Second,
the report recommended denying federal corporate tax
deductibility for provincial capital taxes. Phased appli-
cation of this change might induce the provinces to pro-
ceed more quickly in cutting their capital taxes.

Provincial Business Taxes
In 2001 corporate income taxes levied by the
provinces accounted for 3.6 percent of Canada’s total
tax mix compared with 1.2 percent for US states.88
As a percentage of GDP, subnational corporate taxes
were nearly four times as large in Canada as in the
US. Since 2001, provincial corporate income taxes
have been declining as the larger provinces institu-
ted major rate cuts (although the new Liberal gov-
ernment in Ontario has announced a course reversal
for 2004). Further rate cuts by the provinces would
be desirable, and any future acceleration of deprecia-
tion in the federal corporate tax will be mirrored in
the taxes of provinces whose corporate tax falls
under federal-provincial tax collection agreements.
Alberta, Ontario and Quebec, which collect their own
corporate income taxes, would be well advised to
expedite CCAs similarly.

Beyond further incremental changes, there is room
for major improvements in the structure and effici-
cy of provincial corporate income and other busi-
ness taxes. Moving to a business transfer tax would
be an attractive way to replace provincial corporate
income tax revenues, just as it would be to replace
their retail sales taxes. A BTT or other form of
accounts-based value-added tax could collect the
same revenue as current corporate income taxes at
much lower rates of tax, since the BTT base is equiv-
alent to total labour compensation plus business cash
flow,89 and labour costs are typically several times
larger than a firm’s cash flow. In effect, a BTT would
shift much of the tax burden on capital income to
labour income, consistent with the efficiency prin-
ciples described earlier. A BTT has all the economic
advantages of a value-added-type tax, in that it is
neutral with respect to the production, investment
and financing decisions of firms. Moreover, a BTT is
much less costly for firms to comply with and for
governments to administer, an advantage over a
credit-invoice type of value-added tax such as the
GST, which is applied to each transaction.90

In addition, a BTT could be used to subsume
provincial general payroll taxes and part of the bur-
den now borne by business through high rates of
nonresidential property tax. In short, a BTT could
serve as a multipurpose, major tax at the provincial
level. Even with relatively high tax rates, a BTT
would still be neutral and conducive to unbiased
business decisions. The provinces that would need
the highest rates of BTT to replace their sales, corporate
income, payroll and part of property taxes would be
the four that currently apply a general payroll tax — Ontario, Quebec, Manitoba, and Newfoundland and Labrador. A BTT could be operated as an adjunct to the federal corporate income tax and, for unincorporated businesses above a threshold, as an adjunct to the personal tax. A general payroll tax could also be applied to financial institutions and other sectors for which a BTT would not be well suited.

Bird and Mintz’s paper (2000) — the most extensive analysis of replacing selected provincial taxes with a value-added tax — advocates the use of an income-type measure of value-added called a “business value tax” (BVT). That tax has a base that is similar to the tax definition of net income — but without allowing labour costs to be deducted — so that it would continue to deal with the cost of capital through deductions for depreciation. This approach contrasts with the expensing of capital allowed by a BTT (or by the GST, implicitly), which is a consumption-type measure of value added. Both a BTT and a BVT would work on the accounts of business and would be much simpler to operate than a transactions-type tax. On economic principles, however, a BTT’s consumption-type base appears to be superior to the income-type base of a BVT. Moreover, a BVT would bear relatively more heavily on capital income, since it would strike the normal return to capital, while a BTT would bear more heavily on labour income, since it would tax only supernormal returns.

Taxes on Small Business
The Mintz report noted that “Canada’s income tax treatment of small business...[is] among the most generous in the world” (Canada 1998a, 5.7). Incorporated smaller businesses, through a small business deduction, obtain a preferential tax rate on a limited amount of active business income. This deduction cost the federal government an estimated $3 billion in 2003, the largest of all the tax expenditure items tracked for corporations (Canada 2003b, 26). The Mintz report recommended against raising the amount of income eligible for the lower tax rate and suggested only small cuts to corporate tax rates for small business. The report further suggested that the differential taxation of large and small corporations be narrowed mainly by lowering the general corporate tax rate on large business. It argued that this approach would reduce existing economic distortions in the tax system, as well as incentives for tax planning associated with the small business deduction.

Since the Mintz report was released, the provinces have been actively competing for boasting rights to the lowest small business tax rates. In 1998, the average provincial rate was 8 percent; by 2003, all provinces except Quebec and Prince Edward Island had rates of 6 percent or lower, and only Quebec applies the same corporate tax rate, 9.3 percent, to both small and large business. In 1998, the upper income limit for the small business deduction at the federal and provincial levels was $200,000. Since then, all provinces from Ontario westward have raised their limit to at least $300,000. Ontario has committed to raising its limit to $400,000 and the 2003 federal budget announced that Ottawa would gradually follow suit over several years.

Although small business has the reputation of being the economy’s wellspring of job creation and new products, this image may be overstated. In fact, there is extensive job loss as well as job creation among small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), and the sector’s contribution to overall net employment growth is unremarkable. Moreover, relative to large corporations, SMEs typically lag in their research and development, productivity growth, export penetration and employee compensation (both cash and benefits). Unless small business activity creates special external benefits, there appears to be a strong economic case for significantly reducing the favourable tax treatment of small firms relative to that for large business, which would result in more neutral treatment and a more level playing field for the efficient allocation of resources. Such a course of action would, of course, be politically challenging — small business ranks alongside farmers, seniors and students for sympathetic treatment that often leads to poor public policy — but Canada needs bold action if it is to become a Northern Tiger.

Despite inevitable opposition, the corporate tax rate differential between SMEs and large corporations should be reduced. If SMEs can claim deductions worth $3 billion per year (plus corresponding provincial revenue losses), the implication is that large business is taxed more heavily to keep business tax revenues constant. The probable consequence of this arrangement is a negative net impact on research and development, exports and the creation of high-quality, well-compensated jobs. I do not offer specific recommendations to remedy this major bias other than to suggest that the differential tax advantages for SMEs be narrowed by, for example, leaving the corporate surtax on small business while eliminating it for large business. Shifting corporate tax to a BTT at the provincial level would also offer a way to...
reduce the tax differential; an exemption or registration threshold could also be offered for a BTT, but this would relate to a base that included labour compensation as well as cash flows.

The Mintz report also proposed replacing the lifetime capital gains exemption for small business and farms with increased access to RRSPs. This proposal remains valid, although there is less reason to offer special treatment now that capital gains tax rates have been sharply cut. Eliminating the lifetime exemption would also simplify the personal tax system. An enhanced dividend tax credit, lower rates of personal tax, accelerated depreciation and expanded access to tax-recognized savings, all of which are recommended in this paper, would provide further reasons to terminate or replace the lifetime capital gains exemption.

**Tax Design for a Northern Tiger**

If Canada aspires to become a Northern Tiger, the goals for tax policy are clear. In an increasingly integrated North American and global economy, Canadian tax policies must operate to minimize obstacles to specialization, investment and trade and to reduce the effect of the border. These policies must seek to create areas of competitive advantage in nurturing and retaining skilled people and business investment. Indeed, Canadian tax policies must exploit the strong complementarities between skilled people and the creation and transfer of advanced technology and managerial practices. Those policies must further work to create unique attractions to situate and conduct business on the Canadian side of the border.

These goals require a comprehensive approach to tax design, one that reduces taxes in areas that will have a strong positive impact on growth and that shifts the tax mix to raise revenues in ways that minimize the negative impact on growth. Building on reforms of federal and provincial tax policies in recent years, Canada should pursue a judicious mixture of consumption, labour income and efficient business tax bases, structured so as to limit their natural tendency to reduce tax progressivity. Simultaneously, changes should improve horizontal equity and simplify the tax system, thereby reducing administrative and compliance burdens.

Table 9 summarizes the key elements of tax design suggested by the analysis in this paper. Some of these changes would transform tax bases (such as a cash flow tax or a business transfer tax) or introduce a new tax (a federal general payroll tax). Changes of this magnitude would be difficult to sell to policy makers and politicians fearful of resistance from taxpayers, and they would be rightly cautious in view of uncertainties about the distributional burdens, operational matters and unintended effects of new or transformed taxes. Thus, there would be a natural preference for smaller, incremental changes that offer the prospect of achieving at least some of the desired goals, even if they fall short of achieving the benefits of more sweeping reforms.

Implementing all the changes proposed in this paper would absorb large amounts of revenues, likely more than policy makers or politicians would otherwise entertain over the next several years. A federal general payroll tax and higher federal and provincial excises on gasoline could offset the lost revenues if policy makers wished to proceed quickly with major transformative tax changes.

If policy makers preferred a more gradual course of action, then some prioritization of tax policy measures based on revenue costs would be needed. The highest medium-term priorities include the following steps:

**Federal Tax Policies**

- Expedite the scheduled elimination of the corporate capital tax on nonfinancial entities, the revenue cost of which has already been built into budgetary projections; consider the phase-out of capital tax on financial institutions.
- Proceed with the scheduled reductions in corporate income tax rates for the resources sector, which have already been built into budgetary projections, remove the surtax from large corporations (but not from small businesses) and halt the scheduled increase in the small business deduction.
- Sharply accelerate capital cost allowances on new investment for business (both corporate and unincorporated), and make this a priority over further cuts in federal corporate income tax rates (beyond removal of the surtax).
- Reduce EI premium rates to cover the cost of program benefits over the business cycle and move toward experience rating the premiums or, as an interim step, make them industry rated.
- Introduce tax-prepaid savings plans, with contribution limits linked to earned income but without a dollar ceiling; the revenue costs would be minimal at the outset and would grow gradually over time.
### Table 9
Summary of Major Components of a New Tax Design

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of tax</th>
<th>Federal taxes</th>
<th>Provincial taxes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Personal taxes</strong></td>
<td>Eschew US-style base erosion with methods such as tax-free bonds and deductions for mortgage interest and property taxes. Broaden base to include employer-paid health and dental benefits, strike pay and workers' compensation. Shift base further to consumption: (i) remove dollar ceiling on RRSP and RPP contributions but limit to 15% of earnings above $100,000; (ii) introduce tax-prepaid savings plans and use them for all expanded contributions to tax-recognized plans. Introduce $2,000 annual exemption for financial income. Reduce tax rates to 16, 20, 24, and 28%, and raise thresholds of all brackets, especially for application of top rate to about $160,000; raise the taxable income threshold to about $10,000. Reduce high marginal effective tax rates from NCB supplement by expanding phase-out range, and shift resources from NCB to non-income-tested benefits. Undertake transborder changes: (i) remove foreign content limit on RRSPs and RPPs; (ii) remove Canadian and US withholding taxes on cross-border interest and dividend payments; (iii) negotiate provisions affecting personal tax on US citizens resident in Canada.</td>
<td>Reduce top marginal rates to no more than about 15%; expand thresholds for upper tax brackets to match higher federal thresholds. Address any future perceived deficiencies of vertical equity through adjustments in federal personal tax-rate schedule.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Payroll taxes</strong></td>
<td>Reduce EI premium rates to reflect actual benefit costs; set employer rates on an experience-rated basis by individual firm (or on an interim basis by industry). Consider introducing a federal general payroll tax to finance other tax-cutting and reform initiatives; shift part of CPP financing to this new tax.</td>
<td>Consider consolidating general payroll taxes of four provinces into a provincial BTT.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Broad sales taxes</strong></td>
<td>If a customs union is pursued, shift either the GST or provincial sales taxes (or both) to a simple and efficient origin-type tax: either a BTT or DCT. If the GST is retained, reform it by: (i) removing land cost from taxable base of new buildings; (ii) removing tax from all food and drink items aside from prepared meals; (iii) giving full GST rebates to entities in MUSH sector; (iv) simplifying or eliminating tax on employee fringe benefits; (v) raising threshold for registration from $30,000 to $75,000 or $100,000.</td>
<td>If a customs union is pursued, replace retail sales taxes (and harmonized sales taxes) with an origin-type tax of either BTT or DCT format. Otherwise, harmonize Canadian sales tax collections on cross-border purchases for delivery in Canada with US initiatives in the Streamlined Sales Tax Project. If provinces retain retail sales taxes, introduce reforms to reduce application of tax to business intermediate and capital inputs and to expand the coverage of more consumption items; alternatively, harmonize provincial taxes with federal GST.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Excise taxes</strong></td>
<td>Increase excise tax rates on gasoline.</td>
<td>Increase excise tax rates on gasoline. If a customs union is pursued, provinces should reduce excise tax rates on alcohol and tobacco products.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Business taxes</strong></td>
<td>Pursue further reduction in corporate income tax rates (beyond those already planned) and/or transform its base toward business cash flows to yield statutory rates and marginal effective tax rates on investment well below those in US. Preferred option is small further cut in statutory rates (eliminate federal corporate surtax) combined with sharp increases in capital cost allowances on new investment (first-year depreciation or tax credits). Complete removal of corporate capital taxes on nonfinancial firms and examine removal of capital taxes on financial institutions. Halt scheduled increase in income limits for small business deduction.</td>
<td>Examine conversion of provincial corporate income taxes into BTT-type value-added tax, which includes business cash flows and labour compensation. Possibly use provincial BTT to replace other taxes as well: retail sales taxes (see above), general payroll taxes, and part of nonresidential property taxes. If provinces retain corporate income tax format, mirror proposed federal changes in depreciation and renew earlier commitments to cut general corporate tax rates. Eliminate corporate capital taxes on nonfinancial firms in remaining provinces. Halt or reverse increases in income limits for small business deduction.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: BTT = business transfer tax; DCT = direct consumption tax; MUSH = municipalities, universities, schools and hospitals; NCB = National Child Benefit.
• Reconfigure the dividend tax credit so as to restore neutrality vis-à-vis the effective tax rate on the capital gains of large corporations; introduce a $2,000 exemption per taxpayer for interest and dividend income from nonregistered accounts.

• Expand PIT tax rate brackets substantially, particularly to provide a wider income range in the bottom bracket to allow reduced clawback rates for National Child Benefit supplements and to raise sharply the income levels at which the upper tax rates begin.

• Halt or reverse enrichment of NCB supplements and devise ways to provide in-kind benefits targeted to children in need but not tied to family income.

• Raise the taxable threshold for personal tax by about 25 percent to $10,000.

• Cut marginal tax rates for the two middle brackets by 2 percentage points each and cut the top-bracket rate by 1 percentage point; this would yield a four-bracket system with rates of 16, 20, 24 and 28 percent.

Provincial Tax Policies

• Alberta should proceed with scheduled corporate income tax rate cuts; Ontario should make good on the previous Progressive Conservative government’s promise of scheduled corporate income tax rate cuts toward an 8 percent target; and British Columbia should deliver on its promise to adjust its corporate income tax rates to remain competitive with other provinces — indeed, all provinces should make similar moves.

• Halt or reverse increases in the income limits for the small business deduction.

• Alberta, Ontario and Quebec, which collect their own corporate income taxes outside the federal tax collection agreement, should match the recommended sharp acceleration of capital cost allowances for federal taxes.

• Provinces that operate a retail sales tax should move vigorously to reduce the burden of the tax on the intermediate and capital inputs of business, whether by reforming their sales taxes or by harmonizing them with the federal GST, and to broaden the coverage of consumption items.

• Increase sharply the income thresholds at which the top provincial personal tax rates apply, to match the top federal rate threshold and any hikes to it.

• Reduce top marginal rates of personal tax and further flatten rate schedules, particularly in Quebec, Ontario and the Atlantic provinces, so that top marginal tax rates do not exceed 15 percent.

The proposed changes in federal and provincial personal tax rates and brackets would improve incentives for productive behaviour by workers, entrepreneurs and investors across the income scale. The largest cuts in marginal tax rates would be in ranges where the economic payoffs are largest — for highly skilled and talented workers who now face unduly heavy burdens on their efforts. For example, in 2003 Ontario workers with a taxable income above $67,300 face a total MTR of 43.4 percent; those with an income above $104,600 face an MTR of 46.4 percent. My proposal, when fully implemented, would reduce the MTR for the first group by about 10 percentage points and for incomes between $104,600 and $160,000 by 7.4 percentage points. For those with incomes above $160,000, the MTR would decline by 3.4 percentage points to a top rate of 43 percent. Moderate earners with children would also receive significant cuts in their effective MTRs as a result of tax changes and reforms to the National Child Benefit supplement phase-out.

Pursuing these near-term tax changes would help to make the Canadian economy more efficient, productive and prosperous. Many of these changes are needed simply to keep Canada in line with what is available for businesses and workers across the border. To slash border costs and advance economic integration with the US, however, more dramatic changes are required. Most useful would be a large reduction in Canada’s reliance on indirect forms of consumption taxes. The GST could — as was proposed in the 1994 GST review — be converted to an origin-type business transfer tax or a direct consumption tax, either of which would also bring major savings in administrative and compliance costs. Alternatively, provincial sales taxes could be converted into origin-type business transfer taxes, a format that could conveniently subsume other inefficient provincial and local taxes. Excise tax rates, particularly provincial rates on alcohol and tobacco, would also be under pressure from a border that was much more open.

To achieve the even more critical goal of attracting and expanding business on the Canadian side of the border, the business taxation system should be transformed. Canada should follow the path of Ireland, the Celtic Tiger, by pursuing much lower effective corporate tax rates than those contained in current official plans. If the results for Canada were anything like those achieved in Ireland, the potential payoff in terms of investment, productivity and economic growth could be huge. An even better way to achieve this goal might be to move dramatically
cient and growth-oriented tax system would thus play a central role in enhancing Canada’s policy autonomy. Only a lack of vision and resolve can keep Canada from instituting a world-beating tax system, one that could help turn this country’s economy into a Northern Tiger.

The changes to the design of Canadian taxation that I have suggested here may raise concerns about their adverse effects on the overall progressivity or vertical equity of the tax system. Indeed, changes to the taxation of capital income at the personal and corporate levels would, at least initially, reduce effective progressivity. Yet, much more vital for households with low and moderate incomes than big tax cuts for themselves is the adequacy of aggregate tax revenues to sustain and expand public services and benefits, on which such households rely disproportionately. A revitalized economy, facilitated in part by an efficient and growth-enhancing tax system, offers these income groups the best long-run prospects. They would benefit not only from better-paying work opportunities, but also from the strengthening of Canada’s social safety net that a rapidly growing economy can finance.

Moreover, the proposed reforms would shift only incrementally toward a tax base of consumption, labour income and cash flows. There would be no large windfall gains to current wealth holders and no resulting massive revenue losses. By making new investment more attractive, these changes would actually depress the returns to current holders of wealth and “old” capital. The distributional shift would be far less severe than under various proposals for a flat tax scheme (see Kesselman 2000). A revitalized economy would benefit high-skilled workers as well as less-skilled workers through more and better-paying jobs.

In redesigning Canadian taxes, it is imperative to remember that the tax system is a tool, not a goal in itself. A well-designed tax system would generate higher levels of real income, which Canadians could allocate as they chose between more private consumption and expanded public services and benefits. So long as public expenditures were efficiently configured and responsive to public needs, they would raise real living standards despite their associated tax burdens. Hence, it is essential that the tax system be designed as a tool to raise revenues with minimal hindrance to the working of the economy. An effi-
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1 Simon Tuck, "Tax Cuts Next for Manley," Globe and Mail, February 21, 2003, A1. Based on a public speech and a meeting with the Globe and Mail’s editorial board, the finance minister was reported to be aiming for lower tax rates than those in the US and an increased threshold for the top income tax bracket.
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3 Mintz suggests “a sharp increase in sales tax revenues (sales and excise) to reduce income taxes” (2003, 49). Grubel (2003b) proposes hikes in the federal GST and provincial sales tax rates. Both authors recognize, however, that the shift toward consumption taxation can be achieved through direct personal taxes. See also Eric Beauchesne, “Raise GST to 10 Percent: TD Bank: Income Taxes, Not Sales Taxes Drive Away Workers, Expert Says,” Ottawa Citizen, November 22, 2001, D1.

4 Some commentators from the business community, such as d’Aquino and Stewart-Patterson (2001), are surprisingly muted on this point (see, for example, the quotation that opens this paper). Mintz (2001a) argues for reduced Canadian taxes, but mainly on the grounds that marginal public expenditures produce little of value relative to the economic costs of the taxes needed to finance them.

5 Dobson (2002) assesses the requisites and consequences of further integration between the economies of Canada and the US under different strategies; Goldfarb (2003) focuses on issues related to the potential formation of a customs union (but does not address the taxation dimension).

6 Many of the elements examined here have been supported in previous research by various authors; for example, see Brown (2000); Dahlby (2003); Duclos and Gingras (2000); Fortin (2000); Kesselman (1999, 2000); Mintz (2000, 2003); and Mintz and Poschmann (1999). Kent (2003) recommends a curious combination of a comprehensive income tax and a personal consumption tax, both applied at progressive rates with a top total federal marginal rate of 51 percent (up from the current 29 percent).

7 The most notable relief for poor families with children was the conversion of the Child Tax Benefit into the National Child Benefit and its subsequent enrichment.

8 See Dahlby (forthcoming) and Kesselman (forthcoming) for detailed assessments of the tax policy aspects of the 2003 and earlier budgets.

9 The initial changes will increase revenues by $760 million over a full year and include the elimination or reduction of tax credits for “designated sites”; accelerated depreciation in manufacturing; and general tax credits, deductions and holidays for businesses (Quebec 2003).

10 Under the tax-on-tax system, each province specified its personal tax rate as a percentage of the individual’s federal tax liability; the tax-on-income system allows each province to specify a full schedule of marginal rates at various income levels. Quebec has always set its own tax rate schedule, as it does not participate in the federal-provincial tax collection agreement.

11 Still, the distribution of the tax burden vis-à-vis public benefits across the income spectrum may matter. If the fiscal system drives away “star” workers, it could reduce business competitiveness.

12 For example, assume that half of Canada’s differential tax burden vis-à-vis that of the US (6 percent of GDP) reflects “wasteful” public spending in which, by contrast, US governments do not engage. That 3 percent of GDP, if fully borne by business, would cause a depreciation of about 2 US cents per Canadian dollar. See Mintz (2001a, 101) for the exact formula.

13 For further analysis along these lines in the context of an alleged “brain drain,” see Kesselman (2001).

14 In preliminary statistics for 2002, Canada’s total taxes as a share of GDP fell by a sharp 1.6 points from 35.1 percent to 33.5 percent. All of the decline was accounted for by changes in personal and corporate income taxes. No preliminary 2002 statistics were provided for the US. In a broader ranking of tax burdens with all 30 countries that are members of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD 2003, 72), Canada placed below both the median and the mean, where the latter assumed a value of 36.9 percent on an unweighted basis in 2001. The top three countries and their respective taxes, including social security levies, as a percent of GDP, were Sweden (51.4), Denmark (49.8) and Finland (46.1); the bottom three were Mexico (18.9), South Korea (27.2) and Japan (27.3).

15 As the OECD analysis states, “Royalty payments for the right to extract oil and gas or...to exploit other mineral resources are normally regarded as non-tax revenues since they are property income from government-owned land or resources” (OECD 2003, 286).

16 Although Canada applies capital gains tax on assets held at death (unless bequeathed to a surviving spouse), the US completely exempts these gains through a “step-up” in cost basis for such assets.


18 Many US state governments have been facing fiscal crises, with governors in 29 states responding with
proposals for revenue increases in fiscal year 2003/2004. The revenue increases include rate hikes, credit cuts and base broadening for sales taxes (15 states); personal income taxes (10 states); corporate income taxes (11 states); and cigarette, tobacco and alcohol taxes (14 states). (National Governors Association and National Association of State Budget Officers 2003.)

19 The Canadian figures are computed from Statistics Canada sources (three levels of government excluding the Quebec and Canada Pension Plans); the US figures are from the US Treasury Board and the Bureau of Economic Analysis. Canadian public debt-service charges as a percentage of GDP have been rapidly declining, reaching 4.3 percent in 2003.

20 For a review of empirical research on the relationship between national tax burdens and economic growth rates, see Kesselman (2000).

21 For a nontechnical presentation of similar material, see United States (2003a).

22 OECD (1997, 85) reports on a study by the Department of Finance. Similar rankings of the tax bases by MEC but with different estimates are reported in other studies, such as Jorgensen and Yun (1991); see also the literature review in Kesselman (1997, 39-49). Some studies have found more dramatic differences between the MEC of capital income taxation and those of labour income and consumption taxation.

23 For example, shifting one dollar of revenue from the corporate income tax to a tax on labour income would save $1.55 of efficiency and would cost $0.27 of efficiency, for a net efficiency gain of about $1.28.

24 This gain is pure in the sense that all individuals could potentially be made better off to that aggregate extent; in practice, however, some groups would benefit more than others, and there may be losers as well. In concept, all losers could be compensated from the aggregate gains, but this would be unlikely to occur in reality.

25 Cross-country statistical analyses support the theoretical finding that heavier relative reliance on consumption and labour income taxes would raise the growth rate of real incomes. See, for example, Kneller et al. (1999) and the discussion in Kesselman (2000).

26 However, the tax-prepaid method should not produce any lower expected tax revenues in aggregate, since the rate used to discount future taxes should be an average that includes both above- and below-normal rates of return.

27 Canada offers an offset against these savings biases that excludes private business investment via the lifetime capital gains exclusion of $500,000 for shares in small business corporations and farm properties.

28 See Broadway et al. (1983); for an operational analysis, see Shome and Schutte (1993). For a related economic analysis that supports the efficiency of business cash flow taxation and that addresses the treatment of loss carry forwards, see Diewert (1988).

29 Note that the increasing use of customs preclearance in some sectors, such as automotive parts, reduces congestion at the border but does not eliminate the real costs to the economy.

30 These benefits would be further augmented by the adoption of uniform testing and labelling standards for Canada and the US, including the elimination of mandatory dual-language labelling (which a province such as Quebec could retain if it wished).

31 One could also consider legislative changes in both countries to facilitate the collection of sales taxes on Internet and mail-order sales based on the locale of the purchaser, but this would pose major problems. Such changes would not address cross-border purchases where delivery is taken in the other jurisdiction and the item is transported privately.

32 However, a province that squandered its tax revenues might so depress its economy that prices of labour and land decline, which would offset some of the loss of competitiveness. Also, the Ontario economy is a large enough part of the entire Canadian economy that its policies alone might influence the exchange rate.

33 McKenize uses this line of analysis to conclude that "the use of the personal tax system as a redistributive mechanism should be confined largely to the federal government, and...provincial governments should not use the tax system to redistribute income" (2000b, 362).

34 Ontario's May 2003 Speech from the Throne promised a scheme of mortgage-interest tax deductibility, but this was not implemented.


36 This situation followed from the US Supreme Court's landmark decision on taxation (McCulloch v. Maryland, 1819), which prohibited state governments from taxing the federal government and its agencies. Historically, this decision evolved to yield tax exemptions not only for state and local taxation of interest paid on US Treasury bonds, but also for federal taxation of interest paid on munis as well as state and local taxation of munis in the state of issuance.

37 Derived by the author from United States (2002a, 89).

38 Because of the federal-provincial tax collection agreement, Ontario cannot simply make the interest tax free but must rebate the Ontario personal taxes paid on the interest.

39 One exception here is the US federal deductibility of state and local income taxes for filers who itemize. The result is to lower the total effective MTR, since incremental income creates federal deductions that partially offset the MTRs of the state and local taxes. A similar result would arise if the deduction were abolished and the associated revenue gains were used to trim statutory federal marginal tax rates.

40 For more detail concerning these matters, see Kesselman (1999, 2000). That work further suggests converting some of the nonrefundable tax credits (for medical expenses and employee social insurance contributions) back to deductions, as they were before the tax reforms of the late 1980s. Of course, some of the suggested changes would face political resistance from groups such as insurers and unions, and the benefits would be mod-
est relative to the other major changes recommended in this paper. The largest of the cited items — nontaxation of employer-provided health benefits — is also mirrored in the US tax system.

At higher income levels, personal taxes and social insurance premiums account for one-third or more of gross income, so that 15 percent of gross earnings equates to more than 22 percent of net earnings.

Both the basic and supplementary child benefits reduce personal taxes, the Guaranteed Income Supplement and clawbacks of both Old Age Security and EI benefits for higher earners, as well as provincial in-kind and cash benefit income-tested programs.

It appears, however, that the US special tax rate for dividends will be extended to payments from foreign corporations, whereas the Canadian dividend tax credit is limited to payments from Canadian corporations. Additionally, the US federal tax rate on dividends and capital gains for taxpayers in the 10- and 15-percent tax brackets is being cut to 5 percent in 2003 through 2007 and to zero in 2008, something not matched by the Canadian provision.

Rate flattening is gauged here by the ratio of the province's top MTR to its lowest positive MTR. See Kesselman (2002, 911) for a table of figures.

This comparison ignores the payroll taxes used to finance other programs, mainly workers' compensation and EI. The Canada-US differential in premium rates for unemployment insurance does not offset much of the differential noted in the text. The employer payroll taxes that four provinces apply are discussed separately in the section “Business Taxes.”

Both the Canadian and US social security systems also contain some element of distorting general payroll taxes in that part of their revenues is needed to finance benefits for early retirees who did not pay their full costs.

In addition, both countries have income-tested support programs for seniors — the Guaranteed Income Supplement in Canada and Supplemental Security Income in the US.

Unlike the figure shown in table 7, this assumes that the employer's portion of the tax is fully shifted to its employees, consistent with empirical findings.

This burden has been partially limited through the tax-based OAS clawback, but it would have been limited more substantially by a Seniors Benefit, which was proposed in the 1996 federal budget and abandoned after much criticism and opposition.

Several analysts have advocated removing the taxable ceiling on existing federal payroll taxes or creating a general payroll tax, especially an employee tax; see, for example, Robson (1996); Duclos and Gingras (2000); Fortin (2000); Mintz (2000); and Poschmann and Robson (2001). The proposal for a direct consumption tax, discussed in the next section, would contain a general payroll tax on employees.

The pros and cons of labelling and earmarking of payroll taxes are examined in Kesselman (1997, 93-94, 174-76).

Note that a customs union, unlike a common market, does not involve the free movement of labour across borders.

To the extent that the coverage of services and utilities is broader in Canada's indirect taxes than in those of the US, these figures overstate the problem. Most services and utilities must be purchased locally, where they are consumed, and thus cannot be easily substituted through cross-border purchases.

It might be possible to obtain agreement among all the relevant governments to ensure that sales taxes of the destination jurisdiction were collected by all businesses,
but this would still leave exposed individual cross-border purchases; see further discussion in the section on provincial sales taxes.

74 For detailed analysis of the BTT and DCT proposals, see Kesselman (1997, chap 8). Note that when the BTT was considered in Canada in the 1980s, it was questioned whether the provinces could use that tax format. A BTT might be construed legally as an “indirect” tax, and the Constitution restricts the provinces to “direct” taxation (the use of these terms in the legal context is different from that in the economic context).

75 For a review of economic analysis of the trade competitiveness effect of destination-type versus origin-type taxes, see Kesselman (1997, 85-86).

76 As a quid pro quo for this change, the GST rebate for new housing could be eliminated, thus adding another simplification.

77 More than half of the cost of this change — currently about $900 million per year in total — would redound to the benefit of municipalities. Note that the MUSH sector does not have the same constitutional immunity from federal taxation as do the provinces.

78 Some of these firms might still opt to register for GST in order to obtain input credits, at least in cases where their sales were primarily to other GST-registered businesses rather than to final consumers.

79 One of the principal putative benefits from introducing the GST was to get the federal sales tax off exports and thereby improve the country’s trade competitiveness. As the earlier discussion of exchange rate adjustment indicates, this was a fallacious argument; the real deficiency of the manufacturers’ sales tax was that it applied at differential, distortive rates for various goods that were exported or imported.

80 See Bird and Mintz (2000) for an analysis of these issues; see also the discussion below in the section “Provincial Business Taxes.”

81 For details of the SSTP, see http://www.nga.org. As of March 27, 2003, 38 states had adopted the requisite legislation, and California had a pending approval. The National Governors Association cites a study that forecast total state revenue losses of US$45 billion from Internet sales by 2006. Greve (2003) criticizes the SSTP as a “tax cartelize” scheme, advocating instead that state sales taxes be applied on an origin basis, in part to spur competition for lower tax rates.

82 For example, British Columbia extended sales tax coverage to include legal services and installation and repair of machinery, but in more recent years has made moves to reduce the coverage of business capital. Saskatchewan financed its PIT rate cuts in part by expanding sales tax coverage to include more business inputs.

83 Actually, the EU targeted the discriminatory nature of Ireland’s corporate tax, which initially favoured exports but after 1990 favoured profits from the manufacturing industry and internationally traded services (see Walsh 2003).

84 Fortin (2000) advocates moving to a corporate cash flow tax; the Mintz report examined but rejected this approach.
for reasons of administration, implementation and international tax harmonization (Canada 1998, A.7-A.11).

The elimination of provincial retail sales taxes on capital inputs, noted in an earlier section, would reduce the ETR on capital investment by 3 percentage points (Chen and Mintz 2003, 5).

This approach would parallel the US allowance for small businesses to expense up to US$100,000 of capital purchases annually.

Limitations on interest deductions would additionally reduce incentives for the creation of income trusts.

Nevertheless, Harden and Hoyt (2003) found that even US state corporate income taxes were set too high relative to sales taxes and personal income taxes if the states are concerned about employment levels; corporate taxes were uniquely adverse to employment.

This result can be seen by comparing the definitions for the business transfer tax and the business cash flow tax in table 2.

Of course, if the federal government kept the GST in place, those operational costs would remain.

This outcome can be seen in the tables of Bird and Mintz (2000, 282-83), which show Quebec needing nearly an 8 percent rate and British Columbia a rate less than 4 percent for a similar BVT to replace the revenues of corporate income and capital taxes, payroll taxes and 5 percent of property tax. The requisite rates would be correspondingly higher if sales tax were added to this list.

The only obvious advantage of a BVT over a BTT is that the former would more likely be granted foreign tax credits of other nations; see Bird and Mintz (2000); Bird and McKenzie (2001).

It recommended a cut of just 1 percentage point on average for the provinces and an average cut of only 0.6 of a percentage point for the federal tax, the latter using a credit against the employer’s EI premiums to reward job creation (Canada 1998, 5.10).

The Mintz report, after briefly reviewing the relevant evidence, gingerly concluded that “many recipients of the small business deduction provide little or no employment [for example, the self-employed], or have not grown despite the availability of the small business deduction” (Canada 1998, 5.10).

Carroll et al. (2001) estimate, however, that decreased tax rates do stimulate the growth of small firms.

Note that many of these MTR reductions are the consequence of workers being shifted into lower brackets, in addition to the reduction in the rates applying to each tax bracket. Recall also that the federal brackets are slated to expand in 2004 to $35,000, $70,000 and $113,800, respectively.

Of course, Ireland also had other factors to its advantage, such as low initial wages, convergence with more prosperous economies and large subsidies from the EU. It also pursued ambitious expansion of advanced education and offered free tuition. See Walsh (2003).

For a parallel message in the provincial context, in particular for British Columbia, see Kesselman (2002).
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Tax Design for a Northern Tiger
by Jonathan R. Kesselman

Un régime fiscal mieux conçu contribuerait grandement au dynamisme et à la compétitivité de l'économie canadienne, ce qui favoriserait à terme la transformation du Canada en « tigre du Nord ». Ce texte examine la structure actuelle du régime fiscal canadien et propose des réformes concrètes pour l'améliorer. S'appuyant sur un vaste éventail de recherches sur les finances publiques et la fiscalité, les recommandations de l'auteur tiennent aussi compte des récents développements en la matière aux deux niveaux fédéral et provincial.

Tout projet de réforme fiscale doit viser plusieurs objectifs : créer pour le Canada un avantage comparé au sein d'une économie nord-américaine de plus en plus intégrée; minimiser les obstacles à la spécialisation, à l'investissement et au commerce, de même que les coûts de transaction occasionnés par la frontière avec les États-Unis; attirer investissements et entreprises; et, finalement, favoriser le développement d'une main-d'œuvre qualifiée et compétente et faire en sorte qu'elle demeure au Canada.

En principe, le niveau d'imposition n'est pas un obstacle à la compétitivité si la composition et la structure des impôts sont équivalentes. Il est alors possible de décider quelle part du revenu national consacrer aux services publics sans risquer de nuire à la performance économique du pays. Par contre, à cause des flux commerciaux et de la mobilité du capital et de la main-d'œuvre qualifiée, la structure fiscale qui prévaut aux États-Unis et ailleurs est un facteur important dont nos gouvernements doivent tenir compte.

Selon l'auteur, l'un des moyens d'assurer une plus grande efficience et de favoriser la croissance économique consisterait à privilégier une fiscalité basée sur la consommation plutôt que sur le revenu. Il faudrait alors réduire en priorité l'impôt sur l'épargne personnelle, l'investissement et les rendements du capital, sans trop sacrifier de recettes et en évitant de créer une situation qui favorise de façon induite les détenteurs de capitaux. La consommation peut être taxée par le biais des revenus du travail et d'une assiette fiscale modifiée dans le cas des entreprises. Le régime actuel d'impôt sur le revenu des particuliers et des sociétés pourrait aussi être redéfini sur cette base.

Pour ce qui est de l'impôt des particuliers, la priorité absolue consiste à modifier encore plus la définition de l'assiette fiscale en faveur de la taxation de la consommation, préféérablement en autorisant les comptes d'épargne enregistrés à impôt prépayé (en plus des régimes existants à impôt différé), de même qu'en éliminant le plafond (le montant maximum en dollars) des cotisations. On devrait également élargir l'assiette fiscale et les tranches d'imposition (surtout à l'échelon supérieur), et réduire légèrement les taux applicables aux contribuables à revenus moyens au niveau fédéral et supérieurs dans certaines provinces.

En ce qui concerne les charges salariales, les cotisations à l’assurance-emploi (AE) devraient être établies de façon à financer les coûts réels du programme, et le taux de cotisation des employeurs devrait être modulé en fonction des dépenses de programme qui leur sont attribuées. Ottawa pourrait aussi instituer un nouvel impôt sur la masse salariale pour compenser les pertes de revenus dues aux autres réformes proposées; cette nouvelle source de revenus pourrait même servir à financer en partie le Régime des rentes du Canada.

Pour réduire les coûts de transactions à la frontière, on devrait convertir au moins une des taxes de vente fédérale ou provinciale en une forme plus directe (une taxe sur les transactions commerciales, par exemple). Sinon, on devrait améliorer la taxe sur les produits et services (TPS), et modifier ou harmoniser à la TPS les taxes de vente provinciales en vue d'alléger le fardeau sur les intrants. Par ailleurs, une augmentation des taxes d'accises sur l'essence pourrait être un moyen intéressant, sur le plan économique et environnemental, d'accroître les recettes et de réduire l'utilisation de sources de revenus beaucoup moins équivalentes.

Mais la réduction du fardeau fiscal sur l'investissement est l'élément le plus important de cette stratégie. Au niveau fédéral, il faudrait abolir la taxe sur le capital, réduire un peu plus les taux d'impôt sur le revenu des sociétés et accélérer de façon marquée les dispositions d'amortissement (ou bien redéfinir l'assiette fiscale sur une base d'encaisses). Au niveau provincial, on devrait éliminer progressivement les taxes sur le capital et réduire les taux d'impôt sur le revenu des sociétés, ou encore les remplacer par une taxe sur les transactions commerciales.

Ces réformes renforceraient l'économie du pays, assureraient à long terme une hausse réelle du niveau de vie des Canadiens et permettrait d'avoir une plus grande latitude en matière de politiques publiques. Avec un peu de vision et une volonté politique nécessaire à l'instauration d'un régime fiscal concurrentiel à l'échelle internationale, le Canada pourrait devenir un lieu d’activité économique exceptionnellement attrayant. Autrement dit, un véritable tigre du Nord.
Summary

Canada's tax system, if properly designed, could play a significant role in making the country's economy more competitive and vibrant, and thereby contribute to Canada's emergence as a "Northern Tiger." This paper addresses the broad architecture of tax policy and offers concrete recommendations for policy action. Drawing on a large body of public finance and tax economics research, the proposals in this paper build on recent tax developments at both the federal and provincial levels.

Designs for an improved Canadian tax system should keep several goals in mind. They should create a competitive advantage for Canada within an increasingly integrated North American economy. They should minimize impediments to specialization, investment and trade, and reduce the effects of the border with the United States. They should create unique attractions to invest and to conduct business on the Canadian side of the border. And they should serve to nurture and retain skilled and talented workers in this country.

If the mix and structure of taxes are efficiently designed, the level of taxes in Canada will not hinder competitiveness. How much of national output to devote to public versus private consumption can then be decided without impeding economic performance. Yet considerations of business investment, skilled workers and trade flows do constrain the design of Canadian taxes relative to those in the US and elsewhere.

One way to promote efficiency and growth is to move toward taxes based on consumption, rather than on income. The priority should be to reduce taxes on personal savings, capital income and business investment without foregoing too much revenue or creating windfall gains for wealth holders. Consumption could be taxed through labour income and reformed tax bases for business. Moreover, a consumption base could be applied to direct personal and business taxes, and indirect sales taxes could be converted into more direct forms to reduce trade frictions.

For personal taxes, the highest priority is to shift further toward a consumption base, preferably by allowing tax-prepaid savings accounts alongside existing tax-deferred accounts and by removing the dollar ceiling on contributions to these. Other pressing needs for personal taxation reform include broadening the base, widening tax brackets (especially at the top) and implementing modest cuts in tax rates for the middle-income brackets of federal tax and the upper-income brackets of some provinces' taxes.

With respect to payroll taxes, employment insurance (EI) premiums should be set at rates that finance actual program costs, and employers' premiums should reflect each firm's EI costs. A federal general payroll tax could be instituted to raise the revenues to finance other tax cuts and reforms; part of the financing of the Canada Pension Plan could also be shifted to such a payroll tax.

Either the federal or provincial sales tax should be converted into a more direct form (such as a business transfer tax) in order to reduce border costs. Alternatively, the goods and services tax (GST) should be simplified and reformed, and provincial sales taxes modified to reduce the burden on business inputs or harmonized with the GST. Excise taxes on gasoline offer an economically and environmentally attractive way to obtain more revenues in order to lessen the reliance on other, more distorting tax bases.

The most vital improvement in Canada's tax design would be to reduce the burden of business taxes on investment. At the federal level, this should be achieved by eliminating capital taxes, making further small cuts in statutory corporate income tax rates and sharply accelerating depreciation provisions (and possibly shifting to a cash flow base). At the provincial level, the remaining corporate capital taxes should be phased out and corporate income tax rates reduced; alternatively, corporate and other taxes could be replaced with a business transfer tax.

Improved tax design would strengthen the economy, raise Canadians' real, long-run living standards and increase the country's policy autonomy. Given the vision and political will to create a world-beating tax system, Canada could become a uniquely attractive place for economic activity — a Northern Tiger.